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General Instructions 
 
About ILO 

The International Labour Organization (ILO) is the UN specialized agency dealing with 
work and workplace issues, and related rights and standards. Its overarching goal is to 
achieve decent work for all so everyone benefits from working conditions that offer 
freedom, equity, security and human dignity. ILO’s constituents include- Governments, 
workers and employers’ organizations. In Lao PDR, Ministry of Labour and Social 
Welfare represents the Government; Lao Federations of Trade Unions represents 
workers and Lao Nation Chamber of Commerce and Industry represent employers.  

Who is this Good Practice Guide For? 
 
The Good Practices Guide for Guesthouses and Small Hotels is and activity based 
learning program for managers or business owners who wish to manage customer 
service effectively and proactively – through motivating and inspiring their employees 
and teams. It focuses on satisfying customer expectations at the basic level by 
improving the service quality and delivery of the employees. At the same time, 
enhances the knowledge and skills needed for successful operation of the business.  
 
Objectives 
 
The main objectives of the Good Practice Guide for Guesthouse and Small Hotel are for 
managers and business owners to use as a training tool to: 

 Introduce employees / trainees to the basic the basic principles and skills of good 
customer service 

 Prepare employees / trainees for team work and management in their sector 

 Enable employees / trainees to plan and implement an effective service 
management program designed to deliver customer service excellence  
 

Key Features 
 

 Clear definition of terms 

 Fundamental guide to hospitality service for managers, owners and employees  

 Innovative ideas on how to deliver excellence in customer service 

 Ideal for both classroom and independent study 

 Plenty of practical, work related activities that can be adapted for real life 
situation 

 Inclusive of basic English language guides to hospitality service 
 

The importance of the customer service professional to the business 
 
Customer service professional plays a crucial role in the success of hospitality business. 
They can make a difference for the customers. The actions of the customer service 
personnel can turn new or even unhappy clients into loyal ambassadors for your 
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business. Their knowledge and skills can provide customers with exactly what they are 
looking for. It is the key for encouraging repeat visits or says good words of your 
business to other potential clients – and this in turn can bring success to your business. 
 
The business owner has high expectations and goals. But without qualified and 
dedicated professionals working well as a customer service team, those goals cannot 
be achieved. Therefore, as you progress through this training programme, be reminded 
that the success of the customer service business depends on you.  You can develop 
your skills in dealing with customer service to the highest possible level for the 
accomplishment of your business.  
 
Importance of the business to employee 
 
Businesses create jobs, without it there will be less jobs and therefore less income for 
workers that leads to low quality of life. Therefore, those who are in the customer 
service profession should remember that self improvement and professional skills 
development is not for the benefit of the employers only. It is also your performance and 
success through job satisfaction, rewards and recognition.  
 
Importance of decent work 
 
Equally important to deliver high service quality and meet the customer expectations are 

the working conditions of the employees. People serving people - which mean that 

social dialogue, decent working conditions (including working hours and wages), rights 
at work, updated OSH standards etc. are essential for successful and sustainable 
business in the tourism sector. 
 
Customer expectations 
 
Customers need assurance from the business. They also expect to receive exceptional 
service delivery, friendliness and satisfaction from the customer service professional.  
 
The knowledge and skills you need 
 
As a professional in the service industry you will need certain skills and knowledge for 
your respective role and responsibilities. In order to develop these skills, it takes time, 
effort and motivation. This training material will guide you through and help you develop 
the necessary set of skills and knowledge that enable you to become a good customer 
service professional. This Good Practice Guide is an integration of theoretical 
background and practical situations that allows you to learn either in your job role or 
within a learning programme.  
 
We hope you fine this material useful and fun. For those that are new to the service 
industry, the concepts, guidelines and activities will prepare you to become a successful 
customer service professional in the future. Each section introduces you to customer 
service knowledge and skills suitable for guesthouse and small hotel operation. The 
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sections include practical examples and images to assist you in linking theory to your 
real life experience.  
 
Introducing the Toolbox 
 
This workbook consist of the Good Practice Guide and one DVD.  
The Good Practice Guide consist of 3 sections:  
 
Section 1:  How to be a good Receptionist 
Section 2:  How to be a good Housekeeper 
Section 3:  How to be a good breakfast service staff 
 

Provided with the workbook is a DVD, which provides an interactive PDF version of the 
workbook that includes images, videos and audio features which can be used with 
computer/laptop only and checklists. 
 
How to use the Good Practice Guide 
 
This Good Practice Guide is divided into three main parts: Receptionists, Housekeepers 
and Breakfast Service. Each part contains knowledge and skills that is relevant for 
building up good customer service for managers and employees in the guesthouse and 
small hotel business. The workbook brings together the basic customer service 
concepts, theory, industry examples and plenty of practical activities that are easy to 
understand for the benefits of the users. The learning programme has been designed 
with the users in mind. Hence, users can choose to learn topics and do activities that 
are most relevant to their job role at their own pace and time. 
 
Using the DVD 

1. Explain that there is a separate module on the DVD for each of these roles: 
a. Receptionist 
b. Housekeeper 
c. Breakfast Server 

2. Ask them to watch each module that applies to them (some employees do all 
three roles and will benefit from all three modules). 

3. Explain that each module includes: 
a. An index of topics. 
b. Checklists to help them do their jobs efficiently. 
c. An accompanying English Language Guide. 

4. Inform them that they do not have to watch all the segments immediately. 
a. Recommend that they watch a little bit at a time and discuss and practice 

the concepts together. 
b. Encourage them to pause the DVD and do the activities that are relevant 

for them. 
5. Explain the benefits of learning the English language words and phrases. 
6. Ask them to speak to a manager if suggestions on the DVD differ from your 

policies. 
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Remember  
1. Keep the Toolbox in a place that is easily accessible for your employees. 
2. Provide a comfortable place for them to view the DVD. 
3. Encourage your employees to keep practicing the English words and phrases 

until they can use them confidently.  
4. Praise and reward your employees when they learn new skills.  
5. Use the Toolbox as part of your training program when you hire new employees. 

 
Checklists 

1. Print important checklists and post them in places where your employees can 
easily see them. 

2. Before printing them, review the checklists carefully and make changes so they 
are appropriate for your guesthouse or hotel. 

 
Activities and learning log 
 
As you go through each section of the Good Practice Guide you should try to complete 
the activities as required. It will help you structure and link your theoretical knowledge to 
practical examples. The activities allow you to apply what you learn to real life work 
situation. 
  
You may start with the follow in activity: 
 

Activity: Personal Learning Objectives  

In any learning process, you should try to think about what you hope to get out of the 

training programme. Think about the skills and knowledge you need to improve most for 

your job in order to perform better? Please write in the space below your personal 

learning objectives for this training programme.  

1. ___ 
2. ___ 
3. ___ 

 
 
For each section use the learning log to help you organize your learning points. It will 
help you reflect the important points for each topic that you have learned. It will 
encourage you to plan changes and improvements and put them to action. Below is 
your first learning log. 
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Activity: Learning Log 

This Good Practice Guide is not just theoretical lectures. The lessons in this workbook 
works more effectively if you use what you have learned and make real changes in the 
way you work. You should use the table provided to note your key learning points and 
activities you have practiced through out the learning programme. These items will help 
you produce clear action plan at the end of the programme.  

Learning Points 

1. ___ 
2. ___ 
3. ___ 

Activities Target date Results 

1.    

2.    

3.    
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Module 2 Good Practices Guide for Workers 
 

Section 1 Ten Ways to Be a Good Receptionist 
 
Welcome to Section 1. This section will introduce the basic customer service concepts 
for receptionists or front desk staff. It will cover the 10 ways to be a good receptionists.  

The person who works at the Front Desk is called a Receptionist or a Front Desk Clerk. 

We’ll use the word Receptionist. The Receptionist is usually the first person guests 

meet when they arrive and the employee guests communicate with the most. Therefore, 

the person you hire for this position is extremely important for the success of your 

guesthouse or hotel. 

Because this is such an important position, we’ve created a checklist of Ten Ways to 

Be an Outstanding Receptionist. These are guidelines that are appropriate for most 

guesthouses and hotels. However, if something is not appropriate for your facility, 

please discuss your preferences with your Receptionist(s).   

Ten Ways to Be a Good Receptionist 

1 Speak in a Friendly, Confident Way 

2 Be Clean and Neat 

3 Maintain a Clean and Organized Front Desk and Reception Area 

4 Answer the Telephone  

5 Take Advance Reservations by Telephone 

6 Take Advance Reservations by Email 

7 Manage Walk-in Reservations 

8 Check Guests in and out 

9 Give Good Customer Service 

10 Assist with  Guest Problems 

 

Here is a brief review of the Ten Ways to Be a Good Receptionist. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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1.1 Speak in a Friendly, Confident Way 
 
Receptionists are responsible for welcoming guests and for making sure things go well 

for them. Usually, when guests need something, they turn to the Receptionist. So it is 

important for guests to believe that the Receptionist is capable of handling their 

questions, requests, and problems. Therefore, good Receptionists speak not only in a 

friendly way, but also in a confident way.  

The key to speaking in a friendly way is to smile when speaking. 

And the keys to speaking in a confident way are to  

1. Speak Up!  

That is, to speak in a voice that is loud enough for guests to hear comfortably. If 

a Receptionist speaks in a shy, timid way, guests may not have confidence that 

the Receptionist will be able to assist them. 

 

2. Look at the guest! 

In many cultures, making eye contact is a sign of confidence. When 

Receptionists speak to foreign guests, it is important to make eye contact and to 

look at the guests. 

 

3. Chin up / Shoulders back! 

Good posture is a sign of confidence. To show confidence, it is best to stand or 

sit up straight, to hold your chin up, and to hold your shoulders back. That is the 

posture of confidence. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1.2 Be Clean and Neat 

 
Receptionists interact with guests often, so Receptionists need to understand the level 
of personal hygiene that is appropriate when working with the public. 
 
Here is a checklist of good hygiene that all Receptionists should review and follow. 
 

Checklist: Be Clean and Neat 

 

 Bath or shower daily. 

 Use deodorant. 

 Wear clean, neat clothes. 

 Wear clean shoes or sandals. 

 Wash hair daily. 

 Brush your teeth daily.  

 Keep fingernails clean and trimmed. 

 Wash hands after using the toilet. 
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1.3 Maintain a Clean and Organized Front Desk and Reception Area 
 
When guests enter your guesthouse or hotel, they will form an immediate first 

impression. And one of the first things they see is the Front Desk and Reception Area.  

Because this is the Receptionist’s primary work area, it is the Receptionist’s 

responsibility to make sure this area is always clean and neat. Here is a checklist to use 

to evaluate your own Front Desk and Reception Area. 

How Clean Is Our Front Desk and Reception Area? 

 

 Front Desk is uncluttered 

 Ceiling and walls are clean—no dirt, 

mold, or spider webs 

 Fans are clean—no spider webs 

 Artwork is clean and dusted 

 Fabrics are clean with no rips 

 Windows and sills are clean 

 Floor is swept and mopped 

 Rugs and floor mats are clean 

Others: 

 

 Paperwork and files are neat 

 Furniture is dusted and clean 

 Plants are watered and trimmed 

 Pillows are clean with no rips 

 Floor is clear--no obstacles 

 Lamps are clean--bulbs work 

 Computers, keyboards, printers clean 

 Fresh flowers in vases 

 Trash bins are empty and clean 

Others: 

 

1.3.1 Important Supplies 
A well-organized Front Desk never runs out of important supplies. Imagine asking a 

guest to register in your Log Book, and not having a pen to offer the guest! 

 

To be sure you have all the necessary supplies, keep a checklist at the Front Desk and 

have your Receptionist refer to it frequently. Use the following checklist as a guideline 

for creating one that suits your guesthouse or hotel. 

Question: Who is responsible for ordering these supplies and keeping them stocked? 
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Are the Supplies Stocked? 

 
 Pens and pencils 
 Logbook(s) 
 Receipt Book(s) 
 Credit card forms 
 Tourist information for guests 
 Guest refrigerator (water, soda) 

 
 Paper for messages and notes 
 Forms for checking guests in 
 Paper for printer 
 Guest Comment Forms (or Cards) 
 First-Aid Kit 
 Public toilet (soap, toilet paper, towels) 

 

1.3.2 Important Telephone Numbers 
In addition, a well-organized Front Desk has a list of important telephone numbers 

posted where Receptionists can find it quickly and easily. Does your Front Desk have 

such a list? If not, use this one as a guideline to help you create your own. 

 

Important Telephone Numbers for the Front Desk 

 

Owner: 
Managers: 
Employees: 
 
Police: 
Fire Dept: 
 
Doctors: 
Ambulance: 
Hospital: 
Pharmacies: 
 

 

Taxis/Tuk-tuks: 
Tour companies: 
 
Suppliers: 
 
Internet: 
Electric: 
Gas: 
Water: 
 
Others: 

 

1.4 Answer the Telephone  
When the telephone rings at your guesthouse or hotel, who answers it? If it is the 

Receptionist, be sure your Receptionist is well-trained in basic telephone etiquette.  

 

 

 

 

 

Tips:  

You should not leave customers to hold the line more than 30 sections. If needed you should 
ask for the number of the client and call back when you have the required information. 
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Here are some guidelines to follow.  

Answering the Telephone 

 
1. Answer promptly! (Try to answer within 3 -5 rings.) 
2. Speak up! Speak in a pleasant voice that the caller can easily hear.  
3. Say: ―Sabaidee. ― 
4. Say: ―____________ Guesthouse.‖ 
5. Say: ―How may I help you?‖  
6. Have a pen and paper ready to take a message. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
End the call politely.  

Say: ―Thank you. Have a good day.‖ (or evening). 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
To end the call if the caller is a guest: 

Say: ―Have a good day (or evening) and enjoy your stay at the _____ Guesthouse.‖ 

 

If You Don’t Understand the Caller (options) 

 

Say: ―Sorry, I don’t understand.‖ 

Say: ―Could you speak slowly, please?‖ 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If the caller is NOT a guest: 

―My manager will call you. What is your telephone number, please?‖ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If the caller IS a guest: 

           ―My manager will call you. What is your room number, please?‖ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Important! Be sure to tell your manager immediately to return the call! 

 

1.4.1 Telephone Messages 
Sometimes a caller wants to leave a message. Good telephone skills include taking 

complete messages and delivering them promptly. Here is a sample form to help 
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Receptionists take good telephone messages. 

 

Sample Telephone Message Form 

 
Date: 
Time: 
Who message is for: 
Caller’s name: 
Caller’s contact information (which is best?) 

o Phone number: 
o Email address: 

 
MESSAGE: 

1. Repeat the message to the caller to clarify. 
 

2. Deliver the message as soon as possible. 

 

1.5 Take Advance Reservations by Telephone 
 

Knowing how to take advance reservations by telephone is an important part of a 

Receptionist’s job. 

The following chart includes step-by-step instructions for taking advance reservations by 

telephone. This is a suggested system, and if your system is different, please discuss 

your preferences with your Receptionists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tips: Always be cautious of taking advance reservation over the phone or email. Does your 

hotel or guesthouse have advance booking policy? If not, you should establish one 

immediately and do not forget to communicate such policy with your receptionist(s).  

Please see sample in Annex xxx 
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Taking an Advance Reservation by Telephone 

 
Step One: Collect basic information. 

 Arrival date 

 Departure date 

 Number of rooms 

 Number of people 

 Bed type(s) 
 

Step Two: See if room(s) available for requested dates. 
Step Three: Confirm or deny the reservation based on availability of room(s) and acceptance of 
the room rate. 
                     If rooms are available, and the rate is OK, continue with the booking: 
Step Four: Collect additional information. 

 Full name 

 Email address 

 Estimated arrival time 
 
Step Five: Update the Room Availability Chart. (*Be sure to include this!) 
Step Six: Send an email to confirm the booking. 

 

Bed Types 

S = Single (a room with a single bed for one person) 
T = Twins (a room with two single beds for two people) 
D = Double (a room with one double bed for two people) 
DD = Double/Double (a room with two double beds for two – four people) 
TPL = Triple (a room with one double bed + a single bed for up to three people). 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5.1 Email Confirmations 
Most guests who reserve / book a room in advance expect to receive an email 

confirming the details of the booking. Refer to 1.6 for example email communications. 

Use it as a model to create one that works for your guesthouse or hotel. 

 

1.6 Take Advance Reservations by Email 
Because email enquiries and bookings are becoming more and more common, this is 

another important part of a Receptionist’s responsibilities. Here are some sample email 

Tips:  

Taking advance reservation for your accomodation facility will become more convenient if 

proper room booking system is used that provide details of available room and room 

types.  

Please see sample in Annex xxx 
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exchanges.  You can use these to create customized email responses for your 

guesthouse or hotel. 

Sample Email Reservation Request and Reply 

Dear Champa Guesthouse, 
Do you have rooms available for October 15 – 18? We need a room with a double bed. 
What would the price be for three nights? 
Thank you, 
Mr. and Mrs. Jones 
susanjones@xxx.com 

 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Jones, 

 
Thank you for your request. Yes, we have two Deluxe Double rooms (each with a double bed) 
available from October 15 – 18. 

The Papaya Room is upstairs and has a lovely garden view. It is available for 300,000 kip per 
night.  

The Pineapple Room is on the ground floor facing the street. It is available for 250,000 kip per 
night. 

Please note that prices are all-inclusive (including all taxes and service charges). In addition, 
our rooms include breakfast, Internet, air conditioning, and a one-way airport transfer. 

Shall I reserve the Papaya Room or the Pineapple Room for you?  
 
(Please refer to our Website for photos of our guestrooms.) 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Xxx Xxxxx  
Manager 
Champa Guesthouse 
Email: 
Telephone: 
Website: www.champaguesthouse@xxx.com  
 

Dear Ms. Xxx Xxxxx, 

Thank you for your reply. We prefer the Papaya Room upstairs with the garden view.  

Can you please confirm our reservation for October 15 – 18? 

Also, can you confirm our transfer from the airport to the Champa Guesthouse on October 15? 
Our flight is: LA 1521, arriving at 3:35 PM. 

Thank you, 

Mr. and Mrs. Jones 
susanjones@xxx.com 

http://www.champaguesthouse@xxx.com/
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Sample Email Reservation Confirmation 

 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Jones,  
 
Thank you for choosing to stay at the Champa Guesthouse. Please review the details of your 
reservation below, and let us know if we need to make any changes. 

Reservation date:  22/01/2012 
Guest's name:  Mr. and Mrs. Jones 
Check in:  15/10/2012 
Estimated arrival:           4 PM 
Check out:  18/10/2012 
No. of guests:                 2 

No of rooms:  1  
 

Room type:  Deluxe DBL 

Room:                            Papaya Room 

Room rate:  300,000 kip/ nigh:        
Number of nights:           3 
Total amount due:          900,000 kip 
Method of payment:       Payment upon arrival.  
 
Cash only, please. 

 
Check-in time is 2PM.  

 
Check-out time is 11AM. 

 
** We have arranged a transfer for Mr. and Mrs. Jones from the _________ Airport to the 
Champa Guesthouse on 15 October. Airport pickup is based on the following flight information:  

LA 1521, arriving at 3:35 PM 

Our driver will be at the airport exit gate holding a sign with the name M/M Jones and the name 
of the Champa Guesthouse. 

We are looking forward to welcoming you to ___________________. (include your city/town) 

Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Xxx  Xxxxxxx 
Manager 
Champa Guesthouse 
Email Address: 
Telephone: 
Website: www.champaguesthouse@xxx.com 
 

 

 

1.7 Manage Walk-in Reservations 
Frequently, tourists will simply walk into a guesthouse or hotel to see if rooms are 

available. Usually, they will ask about the price immediately. If the price is acceptable, 

they will often ask to see a room before they register. 

Remember! You should always inform about your business’ advance booking policy 
to the client who have made or will make future reservation.  

Please see sample in Annex xxx 

http://www.champaguesthouse@xxx.com/
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If this is an important part of your business, be sure your Receptionists are well-trained 

in managing walk-in reservations. 

For example, your Receptionists should be able to ―sell‖ your guesthouse or hotel by 

doing the following: 

1. Interact with the tourists in a friendly, confident way. 

2. Point out all the features of the guesthouse and the guestroom with enthusiasm. 

For example: Wifi, breakfast service, air conditioning, television / cable 

TV, free bottled water, hair dryer, room safe, refrigerator, shuttle service, 

laundry service , etc.  

3. Ask the tourists a few basic questions while taking them to see a room.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1.8 Check Guests in and out 
Many guesthouses and hotels use a Daily Arrivals and Departure List to manage check-

ins and check-outs professionally. A Daily Arrivals and Departure List can help you: 

1. Plan an efficient daily cleaning schedule with your Housekeepers. 

2. Guarantee that rooms will be ready when guests arrive. 

3. Coordinate airport transfers professionally. 

4. Greet guests by name when they check-in or check-out.  

Here is a sample Daily Arrivals and Departures List.    

Sample Daily Arrivals & Departures List 

Monday, November 23 

Room Departures 
Departure 

Time 
Notes Arrivals 

Arrival 

Time 
Notes 

1 M/M Robinson ?  M/M Crew 5PM Airport pickup 

2 Mr. Smith 7AM Airport transfer Ms. Thai ? Extra pillow 

3 M/M Jones stayover Depart 26/11 -- --  

4 Ms. Lee 2PM Late check-out Available   

5 Mr. Kim ?  Available   

6 M/M Yang 9AM Airport transfer Mr. Fun Noon Early check-in 

7 M/M Adams ?  Ms. See ?  
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8 M/M Rand stayover Depart 25/11 -- --  

9 M/M Gray stayover Depart 25/11 -- --  

10 Mr. Aronson ?  M/M Brown 7PM Airport pickup 

 

Important: If you decide to use a Daily Arrivals & Departures List, determine whose 

responsibility it is to prepare it. Often, the Night Receptionist prepares it each evening 

for the following day’s arrivals and departures. 

1.8.1 Payment upon Arrival 
We strongly encourage you to ask guests to pay their room charges upon arrival. 

International guests are accustomed to paying for hotel rooms upon arrival, and this 

system eliminates the risk of guests leaving the hotel or guestroom without paying for 

their room.  

 

When guests pay for their room charges, it is important to give them a receipt, and to 

stamp the receipt ―PAID.‖ 

 

Note: You can order and purchase simple, custom-made receipt books for your 

guesthouse or hotel from a stationery shop. You can also purchase a rubber stamp with 

the word ―PAID‖ or ―Paid‖ and ink pads from the stationery shop. 

 

If you are not already offering a receipt to guests, here is a sample receipt you can use 

as a model to create one for your guesthouse or hotel.  

 

 
Sample Guest Receipt 

                                     
          Date: 00/00/20XX 

Guest Name 
 

Check-in Date 
 

Check-out Date Room # 

Room Rate 
 

No. of Nights 
 

Amount Due Amount Paid 

Guest Signature: 

Receptionist Signature: 

 
Champa Guesthouse 

 
Address:  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Email: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Telephone: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Website: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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1.8.2 Explaining Hotel or Guesthouse Features 
Before escorting guests to their guestroom, the Receptionist should explain any special 

features of the hotel or guesthouse. Here are some examples: 

 

1. Breakfast (time, location, menu) 

2. Key Policy (Do you want guests to leave their key at the Front Desk whenever 

they leave the hotel? If so, be sure to explain your policy to them.)  

3. Housekeeping Service (Most guests assume their guestroom will be cleaned 

every day. If that is not your policy, explain to the guests how often their room will 

be cleaned.) 

4. Safe Deposit Box at the Front Desk 

5. Beverages / Snacks available at the Front Desk 

6. Laundry service 

7. Bicycle rentals 

 

1.8.3 Showing Guests to Their Rooms  
It is always a good idea to escort guests to their rooms after they have checked in. This 

is valuable for the following reasons: 

1. It proves that you are serious about good customer service. 

2. It gives the guests an opportunity to get to know the Receptionist. 

3. It allows the Receptionist to explain all the features of the guestroom. 

4. It gives the guests an opportunity to ask last-minute questions. 

Important: Train your Receptionists to always bring the guestroom key when escorting 
guests to their room. It is very awkward to arrive at the room with no key! 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tips: In case of guest check in, proper check in form should be available and clearly filled in by 

guest prior to checking them into their room. Guest should always be advised to sign their 

check in form, which outlines the room details and price in order to avoid misunderstanding at 

check out day.  

Please see sample in Annex xxx 

Remember! At check in receptionist it is advised that receptionist inform about the 

hotel/guesthouse policy. For security reasons, in case of number of guests arrived more than 

their original booking, staff should always inform about hotel/guesthouse policy and take 

photocopy of identification.  
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1.8.4 Checking Guests Out 
When guests are ready to check out there are usually four things to consider: 

1. Check room status with housekeeping prior to checking guest out. 

2. Payment (for room charges if the guests did not pay upon arrival, plus any 

charges for laundry, beverages, bicycle rentals, etc.) 

3. Retrieving keys from the guests 

4. Assistance with transportation and luggage 

 

If your guesthouse or hotel has items or services for sale (water, soda, snacks, guest 

laundry, bicycle rentals, etc.), you will need a system to track all of these charges. One 

option is to use a simple Guest Receipt.  

 

Note: If guests are staying for two or more days, they often prefer to pay for all their 

charges at once when they check out rather than pay for one item at a time. 

Steps for using a Guest Receipt to Track Other Charges 

 
1. When guests purchase their first item, prepare a receipt that includes: 

a. Guest name 
b. Guest room number 
c. Date 
d. Description of item (water, laundry, bicycle rental, etc.) 
e. Charge (price) 

2. Each time the guests purchase an item, add the description and charge (price) of the 
item to the receipt. 

3. When guests are ready to check out, add all the charges.  
4. Write the total in the Total Amount Due space. 
5. When the guests pay, write the amount in the Total Amount Paid space. 
6. Stamp the receipt ―PAID‖ (use a simple rubber stamp and ink pad). 
7. Give the guests the original receipt. 
8. Keep the carbon copy for your records. 

 

Here is a sample you can use to order and purchase a Guest Receipt book from a 

stationery shop. 
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Sample Guest Receipt 
                                     
          Date: 00/00/20XX 

Guest Name Room # 

Description Price 

  

Total Amount Due: Total Amount Paid: 

Guest Signature: 

Receptionist Signature: 

 
Champa Guesthouse 

 
Address:  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Email: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Telephone: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Website: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

1.9 Give Good Customer Service 
A well-run guesthouse or hotel is prepared to offer good service for its customers. If you 

would like to increase your rates, one of the most important things you can do is focus 

on improving your customer service.  

Often, guests will have questions or ask for help about these things. It is important to 

train your Receptionists to answer questions and to assist guests with all of these.  

1. Details about breakfast service 

2. Internet / wifi / computer use 

3. Location of the nearest ATM 

4. Lost and Found items 

5. Safe Deposit Box for valuables (either in guestrooms or at the Front Desk) 

6. Maintenance problems (broken toilet, air conditioner, etc.) 

7. Guest laundry 

8. Beverages or snacks for sale at the guesthouse or hotel 

9. Bicycle rentals 

10. Suggestions for dining in the area 

11. Suggestions for tourist activities / sightseeing 

12. Transportation (to museums, restaurants, airports, bus stations, etc.) 
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Well-trained Receptionists can comfortably and confidently answer guests’ questions 

about all of these things.  

Note: The accompanying English Language Guide for Receptionists is very useful 

for improving customer service levels of your Front Desk staff. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1.9.1 Lost and Found 
Guests often lose things while staying in guesthouses or hotels. They might leave a pair 

of sunglasses on the table where they had breakfast. Or they might leave a book in the 

Reception Area. Or they might leave an alarm clock in the guestroom they vacated and 

call the guesthouse or hotel a day or two later to see if it was found.  

 

So it is important to have a well-organized system for handling lost and found items.  

 

To create a system for lost and found items, you need two things: 

 

1. A Lost and Found Log Book 

2. A box for keeping the lost items  

a. Keep this box in a secure place at the front desk. 

b. Keep the box in one designated place, so it is easy for Receptionists to 

find when a guest comes to the Front Desk looking for a lost item. 

 

Here is a sample page from a Lost and Found Log Book. 

Lost and Found Log Book 

Description of 
Item 

Date 
found 

Where  Found by 
Claimed 

by  
Date 

claimed 
Authorised  

Staff 
Brown sandals 04/07/11 Dining area Suzy Mr. Jones 04/07/11  

Black sunglasses 06/08/11 Reception Kim Ms. 
Smith 

07/08/11  

Book 12/11/11 Guestroom Kim --   

T-shirt 15/01/12 Guestroom Kim Ms. Yang 16/01/12  

       

 

1.9.2 Safe Deposit Box 
Many guests prefer to leave valuable items (a wallet, credit cards, passport, etc.) at the 

hotel when they go sightseeing. So, well-managed hotels and guesthouses have a 

system for safe-guarding valuables for guests.  

 
If you do not have a safe deposit box in each guestroom, you might want to create a 
system for safeguarding guests’ valuables at the Front Desk. Not only is this a sign of 
good customer service, it also limits your liability for lost or stolen items. 
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Note: If you choose to have a Safe Deposit Box at the Front Desk, be sure to tell guests 
that you offer this service. The Receptionist can tell guests when they check in, and you 
can print the information and post it prominently in the hotel or guesthouse. 
 

Sample System for Storing Guests’ Valuables at the Front Desk 

 
Materials Needed 

1. A Safe Deposit Box with a secure lock 
2. A supply of sturdy envelopes 
3. Tape 
4. A receipt book with two copies of each receipt (one copy will remain in the book—one 

copy will go to the guest). The receipts should be numbered. 

 
Steps for Using the System 

1. Guest comes to the Front Desk to deposit valuables (credit cards, passport, jewellery, 
etc.). 

2. Receptionist gives the guest a sturdy envelope. 
3. Guest writes his or her name and room number on the envelope. 
4. Guest puts the valuables in the envelope. 
5. Receptionist seals the envelope with tape.  
6. Receptionist fills out a receipt for the guest (in the receipt book). 

a. Guest name 
b. Guest room number 
c. Date 
d. Time 

7. Guest signs receipt on the line marked ―Items Deposited by_______________‖ 
8. Receptionist signs receipt on line marked ―Items Received by______________‖ 
9. Receptionist writes the receipt number on the envelope. 
10.  Receptionist gives the receipt to the guest, and keeps a copy of the receipt. 
11.  Receptionist locks the envelope in the Safety Deposit Box. 
12.  When the guest wants to claim the valuables, the guest must show some form of 

identification to the Receptionist. 
13.  Guest gives his or her receipt to the Receptionist. 
14.  Receptionist finds the envelope that matches the receipt in the Safe Deposit Box. 
15.  Receptionist returns sealed envelope to the guest. 
16.  Receptionist tapes the guest’s receipt to the one in the receipt book. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1.10 Assist with Guest Problems 
Problems will occur regardless of how well-run your guesthouse or hotel is and 

regardless of how well-trained your staff is. Still, the sooner you and your staff can 

resolve problems as they occur, the better your business will be.  

Nowadays, guests are quick to post their impressions on Internet websites. It is much 

better to have guests write positively about how well you handled problems than to 

write about the problems themselves. 
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What to Do When a Guest Complains 

 

THINK: My goal is to impress the guest with how well I handle the problem. 

 

1. Listen carefully and politely: What is the main complaint? 

2. Apologise: ―I am very sorry.‖ 

3. Discuss with the guest on possible solution 

4. Tell the guest—specifically—what you will do. 

5. Don’t promise something you can’t do, but try to make the guest happy. 

6. Ask for help from your manager or another employee if necessary. 

7. Follow up later to make sure the guest was satisfied with your efforts. 

 

Note: Please ask your Receptionist(s) to review the section on the DVD regarding 

assisting with guest problems. 

 

Learning Summary 
 
Congratulations! In this section you have learn the basic concepts of how to be a good 
receptionist following the 10 most important functions for front desk staff.  The essential 
skills and knowledge in this section includes how to be friendly and confident 
receptionist, answering the telephones and taking reservation via email system, dealing 
with walk in guests, providing good customer service and handling customer 
complaints. Additionally, you have learned that to be a good and successful receptionist 
requires specific knowledge and skills in addition to maintaining good personal attitude 
and manner.  
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English Language Guides for Receptionists 

Note: Some words and phrases can not be directly translated into Lao as they may not 
exist in the Lao vocabulary or do not use such a phrase. For example: Have a nice day! 
or ―good night‖, ―sleep well‖ and others. Therefore, in this case suitable Lao words or 

phrases are used to describe meaning of the English terms.  

English Lao 

Hello ຘະຍາງຈີ 

Welcome to ________________. ງີຌຈີຉໄບຌປັຍຘູໃ _______________. 

How are you? ໃາຌຘະຍາງຈີຍໍາ? 

Fine = well. ຘະຍາງຈີ 

I am fine, thank you. And you? ຂໄບງຘະຍາງຈີ, ຂບຍເ. ຖະ ຽ຺ໄາຽຈໆ? 

I am well, thank you. And you? ຂໄບງຘະຍາງຈີ, ຂບຍເ. ຖະ ຽ຺ໄາຽຈໆ? 

Please ກະຖຸຌາ 

Thank you ຂບຍເ 

Goodbye ຖາກໃບຌ 

To assist = To help ກາຌຆໃທງຽນົືບ 

How may I assist you? = How may I help 
you? 

ເນໄຂໄບງຆໃທງນງັຄຽ຺ໄາຍໍໃ? 

Of course = certainly. ຌໃຌບຌ 

Yes. Of course. ແຈໄ. ຌໃຌບຌ 

Yes. Certainly. ແຈໄ. ຌໃຌບຌ 

Sir (man) ໃາຌ (ຆາງ) 

Madame (woman) ໃາຌ (ງິຄ) 

Miss (young woman) ຌາຄຘາທ 

Certainly, Sir ຌໃຌບຌ ໃາຌ (ຆາງ) 

Certainly, Madame ຌໃຌບຌ ໃາຌ (ງິຄ) 

Certainly Miss ຌໃຌບຌ ຌາຄຘາທ 

Of course, Sir ຌໃຌບຌ ໃາຌ (ຆາງ) 

Of course, Madame ຌໃຌບຌ ໃາຌ (ງິຄ) 

Of course, Miss ຌໃຌບຌ ຌາຄຘາທ 

No. I’m sorry. That is not possible. ຍໍໃແຈໄ, ຂໄບງຂໍຈ. ຓັຌຽຎັຌແຎຍໍໃແຈໄ. 

No. I’m sorry. We cannot do that. 
ຍໍໃແຈໄ, ຂໄບງຂໍຈ. 

ຑທກຽປ຺າຍໍໃຘາຓາຈຎະຉິຍັຈຌທຌັໄຌ. 

No. I’m sorry, we do not have that.  
ຍໍໃແຈໄ, ຂໄບງຂໍຈ. 

ຑທກຽປ຺າຍໍໃຓີຘິໃຄຌັໄຌ. 

Very good = Excellent ຈີນົາງ  

Gender ຽຑຈ 
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Men = Sir ຏູໄຆາງ = ໃາຌ 

Hello, Sir. ຘະຍາງຈີ ໃາຌ. 

Yes, Sir. ແຈໄ ໃາຌ. 

No, Sir. ຍໍໃແຈໄ ໃາຌ. 

Of course, Sir = Certainly, Sir ຌໃຌບຌ ໃາຌ. 

Thank you, Sir. ຂບຍເໃາຌ. 

You’re welcome, Sir. ຍໍໃຽຎັຌນງັຄ. 

Women = Madame ຏູໄງິຄ = ໃາຌງິຄ 

Hello, Madame. ຘະຍາງຈີ ໃາຌ. 

Yes, Madame. ແຈໄ ໃາຌ. 

No, Madame. ຍໍໃແຈໄ ໃາຌ. 

Of course, Madame. ຌໃຌບຌ ໃາຌ. 

Thank you, Madame. ຂບຍເໃາຌ. 

You’re welcome, Madame. ຍໍໃຽຎັຌນງັຄ. 

Young women = Miss ຏູໄງິຄ = ໃາຌ (ຌາຄຘາທ) 

Hello, Miss. ຘະຍາງຈີ ໃາຌ. 

Yes, Miss. ແຈໄ ໃາຌ. 

No, Miss. ຍໍໃແຈໄ ໃາຌ. 

Of course, Miss. ຌໃຌບຌ ໃາຌ. 

Thank you, Miss. ຂບຍເໃາຌ. 

You’re welcome, Miss. ຍໍໃຽຎັຌນງັຄ. 

Gender + Surname ຽຑຈ + ຌາຓຘະກຸຌ 

Men = Mister + surname ຏູໄຆາງ = ໃາຌ + ຌາຓຘະກຸຌ 

Hello, Mister Brown. ຘະຍາງຈີ ໃາຌ ຍຕາທ. 

Yes, Mister Brown. ແຈໄ ໃາຌ ຍຕາທ. 

No, Mister Brown. ຍໍໃແຈໄ ໃາຌ ຍຕາທ. 

Women = Ms. (say: miz) ຏູໄງິຄ = ໃາຌ ຌາຄ+ ຌາຓຘະກຸຌ 

Hello, Ms. Brown. ຘະຍາງຈີ ໃາຌ ຌາຄ ຍຕາທ. 

Yes, Ms. Brown. ແຈໄ ໃາຌ ຌາຄ ຍຕາທ. 

No, Ms. Brown. ຍໍໃແຈໄ ໃາຌ ຌາຄ ຍຕາທ. 

Married couple = Mr. and Mrs. (say: 
missus) 

ູຏ຺ທຽຓງ = ໃາຌ ຖະ ໃາຌ ຌາຄ 

Hello, Mr. and Mrs. Brown. ຘະຍາງຈີ ໃາຌ ຖະ ໃາຌ ຌາຄ ຍຕາທ. 

Time ຽທຖາ 

Today ຓືໄຌີໄ 
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Yesterday ຓືໄທາຌຌີໄ 

Tomorrow ຓືໄບືໃຌ 

Noon ໃຼຄ 

Midnight ໃຼຄືຌ 

6:00  =  6 o’clock 6 ຓຄ 

6:30 = Half past six  6 ຓຄ ຽິໃຄ 

Before noon = Morning (AM / am) ກໃບຌໃຼຄ = ຉບຌຽຆ຺ໄາ (AM / am) 

Noon – 5:00 = Afternoon (PM / pm) ໃຼຄ - 5 ຓຄ ຖຄ = ຉບຌຍໃາງ 

After 5:00 = Evening (PM / pm) ນົັຄ 5 ຓຄ = ຉບຌຖຄ 

After 10:00 = Night (PM / pm) ນົັຄ 10 ຓຄ = ກາຄືຌ 

Good morning ຘະຍາງຈີຉບຌຽຆ຺ໄາ 

Good afternoon ຘະຍາງຈີຉບຌຍໃາງ 

Good evening ຘະຍາງຈີຉບຌຖຄ 

Have a good day. 

ຆກຈີ! Have a good afternoon. 

Have a good evening. 

Good night. 
ຌບຌຖັຍຐັຌຈີ! 

Sleep well. 

Conversation ກາຌຘ຺ຌະຌາ 

Where are you from? ຽ຺ໄາຓາາກເຘ? 

Are you enjoying 
____________________? 

ຓາໃຼທ ____________ ຓໃທຌຍໍໃ? 

How do you like 
_____________________? 

ຽ຺ໄາຓັກ ____________ ຍໍໃ? 

Is this your first visit to 
________________? 

ັໄຄຌີໄຓໃຌັໄຄໍາບິຈີໃຽ຺ໄາຓາໃຼທ 

____________ ຍໍ? 

How long will you be in -
_______________? 

ຽ຺ໄາຓາໃຼທ ____________ ຈ຺ຌຎາຌເຈ? 

Have you seen 
_____________________? 

ຽ຺ໄາແຈໄແຎໃຼທ ____________ ຖໄທຍໍ? 

To recommend = To suggest ກາຌຌະຌໍາ 

I recommend 
_______________________. 

ຂໄບງຌະຌໍາ ____________. 

I suggest 
__________________________? 

ຂໄບງຌະຌໍາ ____________. 

Me ຂໄບງ 

My name is 
________________________. 

ຂໄບງຆືໃທໃາ ____________. 

I come from _______________________. ຂໄບງຓາາກ ____________. 

I am _______ years old. ຂໄບງບາງຸ ___________ ຎີ. 

I have ______ brothers. ຂໄບງຓີ ບໄາງ / ຌໄບຄ (ຆາງ) ___________ ຺ຌ 
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I have _______ sisters. ຂໄບງຓີ ຽບືໄບງ / ຌໄບຄ (ງິຄ) ___________ ຺ຌ 

Weather ບາກາຈ 

Hot ປໄບຌ 

Cold ຽດັຌ / ໜາທ 

Rain ຐ຺ຌຉ຺ກ 

It is hot today. ຓືໄຌີໄບາກາຈປໄບຌ. 

It is cold today. ຓືໄຌີໄບາກາຈຽດັຌ / ໜາທ. 

Tomorrow it will be hot. ຓືໄບືໃຌບາກາຈະປໄບຌ. 

Tomorrow it will be cold. ຓືໄບືໃຌບາກາຈະຽດັຌ / ໜາທ. 

Tomorrow it will rain. ຓືໄບືໃຌຐ຺ຌະຉ຺ກ. 

Winter ຖະຈູໜາທ 

Summer ຖະຈູປໄບຌ (ຖໄຄ) 

Dry season ຖະຈູຖໄຄ 

Rainy season ຖະຈູຐ຺ຌ 

It is the dry season. ງາຓຌີໄຓໃຌຖະຈູຖໄຄ. 

It is the rainy season. ງາຓຌີໄຓໃຌຖະຈູຐ຺ຌ. 

 

Note: The following conversations are from the dialogues used in the video. For your 

maximum benefit you should familairise yourself with these conversations as it will help 

you while you do the activities. You are also advised to practice these Basic English 

lessons even while you are not using the video.  

Answering the Telephone   ກາຌຉບຍປັຍຖະຘັຍ 

Hello. Thank you for calling the ____________ 
guesthouse. 

ຘະຍາງຈີ, ຂບຍເີໃຓາຽປືບຌຑັກ 

___________. (ເນໄກໃາທຆືໃຽປືບຌຑັກ 

ນົື ປຄປຓຂບຄໃາຌ) 

This is ________________.   Or    __________ 
speaking. (Use your name.) 

ຌີໄຓໃຌ ____________. ນົື 

____________ ກຳຖັຄຽທ຺ໄາ (ເນໄເຆໄຆືໃ

ຂບຄຉ຺ຌ) 

How may I help you? 
ຂໄບງຆໃທງນງັຄຽ຺ໄາແຈໄຍໍໃ? ນົື 

ຓີນງັຄເນໄຆໃທງຍໍໃ? 

Of course, Mr. / Ms.  ______. I would be happy to 
help you. 

ຌໃຌບຌ, ໃາຌ _______. ຂໄບງງິຌຈີ

ຆໃທງໃາຌຽຉັໄຓີ. 

   

To end the call if caller is NOT a guest  ທິີບຳຖາ ຊໄາທໃາ ຏູໄຓາຍໍໃ

ຓໃຌຂກ. 

Thank you for calling the __________ guesthouse.  ຂບຍເີໃຓາຽປືບຌຑັກ _______. 

Have a good day / evening / night. ຆກຈີ. 
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To end the call if caller IS a guest. ທິີບຳຖາ ຊໄາທໃາ ຏູໄຓາຓໃຌຂກ. 

Have a good day / evening / night, 
and enjoy your stay at the 
__________ guesthouse. 

ຂໍເນໄໃາຌຓີທາຓຘຸກກັຍກາຌຑັກຏໃບຌຂບຄໃາຌ. 

 
If you don’t understand the caller  ຊໄາທໃາ ໃາຌຍໍໃຽຂ຺ໄາເຏູໄຓາ 

Could you speak more slowly, please? 
Could you repeat that, please? 
I’m sorry, I don’t understand.  

ຂໍເນໄໃາຌຽທ຺ໄາຆໄາໂ ຖ຺ຄແຈໄຍໍໃ? 

ກະຖຸຌາເນໄໃາຌຽທ຺ໄາືຌເໝໃບີກ

ັໄຄໜຶໃຄແຈໄຍໍໃ? 

ຂໄບງຂໍຈ, ຂໄບງຍໍໃຽຂ຺ໄາເ. 

  

If caller is a Guest:  ຊໄາທໃາ ຏູໄຓາຓໃຌຂກ:  

I will ask my manager to call you back. What is 
your room number, please? 

ຂໄບງະເນໄຏູໄັຈກາຌຂບຄຂໄບງ

ກັຍນາຽ຺ໄາ. ຽຍີນໄບຄຑັກຂບຄ

ຽ຺ໄາຓໃຌນງັຄ? 

 

 

 

If caller is NOT a Guest:  ຊໄາທໃາຏູໄຓາຍໍໃຓໃຌ ຂກ:  

I will ask my manager to call you back. What is 
your telephone number, please? 

ຂໄບງະເນໄຏູໄັຈກາຌຂບຄຂໄບງ

ກັຍນາຽ຺ໄາ. ຽຍີຖະຘັຍຂບຄຽ຺ໄາ

ຓໃຌນງັຄ 

 

A reservation = ກາຌປັຍບຄ 

To reserve a room = ກາຌບຄນໄບຄຑັກ 

 

Take Advance Reservations by Telephone and Email 

Step One: Collect Basic Information    ຂັໄຌຉບຌ  ີ1: ຽກັຍກຳ ຖະ 

ຍັຌຶກຂໍໄຓູຌຑືໄຌຊາຌ 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Hello. Thank you for calling the _____guesthouse. 
_____speaking. How may I help you? 

ຘະຍາງຈີ. ຂບຍເີໃຓາຽປືບຌ

ຑັກ______. ຌີໄຓໃຌ ໄາທ/ຌາຄ _____. 

ເນໄຂໄບງຆໃທງນງັຄຽ຺ໄາແຈໄຍໍໃ? 

    

ຏູໄຓາ:  
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Hello, I’d like to reserve a room, please. ຘະຍາງຈີ, ຂໄບງດາກະບຄນໄບຄ. 

      

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Certainly. I would be happy to help you. What is 
your surname please?  

ຽ຺ໄາ. ຈໄທງທາຓງີຌຈີ. ໃາຌຆືໃທໃາ

ຌທເຈ? 

     

ຏູໄຓາ:    

My name is Mrs. Jones. ຂໄບງຆືໃ ຌາຄ ຌຘ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

What day would you like to check in, Mrs. Jones? ໃາຌະຽຂ຺ໄາຑັກຓືໄເຈ? 

 

ຏູໄຓາ:    

I want to check in on Tuesday, October 15. ຂໄບງດາກະຽຂ຺ໄາຓືໄທັຌີ 15 ຉຸຖາ. 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

And what day would you like to check out? ຖະທັຌີຽ຺ໃາເຈໃາຌະບບກ? 

    

ຏູໄຓາ:    

I want to check out on Friday, October 18. ຂໄບງະບບກທັຌຘຸກ ີ 18 ຉຸຖາ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

How many rooms will you need? ໃາຌຉໄບຄກາຌບຄັກນໄບຄ? 

 

ຏູໄຓາ:    

I’ll need just one room. ຂໄບງຉໄບຄກາຌຑຼຄຉໃນໄບຄຈຼທ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

How many people will be in the room? ະຓີຳຌທຌັກ຺ຌຓາຑັກດູໃເຌນໄບຄ

ຌຳໃາຌ? 

   

ຏູໄຓາ:    

Two. My husband and myself. ຘບຄ຺ຌ. ຂໄບງ ຖະ ຘາຓີຂບຄຂໄບງ. 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Would you like a room with a double bed or a 
room with two single beds? 

ໃາຌຉໄບຄກາຌນໄບຄີໃຓີຉຼຄູໃ 
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ນົື ຘບຄຉຼຄຈໃຼທ? 

 

ຏູໄຓາ:    

I would like a room with a double bed, please. ຂໄບງຉໄບຄກາຌນໄບຄີໃຓີຉຼຄູໃ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Do you prefer a ground-floor room or a room 
upstairs? 

ໃາຌຉໄບຄກາຌນໄບຄດູໃຆັໄຌຖຸໃຓ

ຍໍໃ ນົື ຆັໄຌຽິຄ? 

 

ຏູໄຓາ:    

I prefer a ground-floor room, please. ຂໄບງຂໍນໄບຄດູໃຆັໄຌຖຸໃຓ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Just a moment, while I see if we have a room with 
a double bed on the ground-floor available from 
October 15 to 18. 

ເນໄໃາຌຖໍຘາງຊໄາຌໄບງໜຶໃຄ, ຂໄບງ

ຂໍກທຈຉາຉະຖາຄກາຌປັຍບຄທໃາຑທກຽປ຺າ

ະຓີນໄບຄຉຼຄູໃ ດູໃຆັໄຌຖຸໃຓເຌ

ທັຌີ 15-18 ຉຸຖາຍໍໃ. 

 

ຏູໄຓາ:    

Thank you. ຂບຍເ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

You’re welcome.  ຍໍໃຽຎັຌນງັຄ. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step two: Confirm or Deny the Reservation Based on Availability of Rooms 

ຂັໄຌຉບຌ  ີ2: ຉບຍປັຍ ນົື ຎະຉິຽຘຈ ຈງບີຄຉາຓຳຌທຌນໄບຄີໃນທໃາຄ 

 

No rooms available. ກໍຖະຌີຍໍໃຓີນໄບຄນທໃາຄ: 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Mrs. Jones? ຌາຄ ຌຘຍໍ? 
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ຏູໄຓາ:    

Yes. ຽ຺ໄາ 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

I’m sorry but we are fully booked from October 15 
to18. Are there any other dates I can help you 
with? 

ຂໄບງຂໍຈຌຳນົາງໂ ຉໃທໃາຘຳຖັຍ

ທັຌີ 15-18 ຉຸຖາ ຑທກຽປ຺າ ຽຉັຓຖໄທ. 

ເນໄຂໄບງຆໃທງຽຍິໃຄທັຌີບືໃຌຍໍ? 

    

ຏູໄຓາ:    

No. Those are the dates I need. But thank you for 
checking. 

ຍໍໃ. ຑທກຽປ຺າຉໄບຄກາຌທັຌີຌັໄຌ. 

ຉໃກໍໃຂບຍເີໃຽ຺ໄາຆໃທງກທຈ

ຽຍິໃຄເນໄ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

You’re welcome. Thank you for calling the _______ 
guesthouse. Have a good day! Or Have a nice day! 

ຈໄທງທາຓງິຌຈີ. ຂບຍເີໃຓາ

ຽປືບຌຑັກຂບຄຑທກຽປ຺າ. ຆກຈີ. 

   

ຏູໄຓາ:   

Thank you. You too. ຂບຍເ. ຽ຺ໄາຽຆັໃຌກັຌ. 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Thank you. ຂບຍເ. 

    

One Room Available ກໍຖະຌີຓີຑຼຄຉໃນໄບຄຈຼທີໃນທໃາຄ: 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Mrs. Jones? ຌາຄ ຌຘຍໍໃ? 

    

ຏູໄຓາ:    

Yes. ຽ຺ໄາ 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

We have a double room for ______________ 
available from  October 15 to 18.  

ຑທກຽປ຺າຓີນໄບຄຉຼຄຈໃຼທເຌ

ຖາາ___________ ນທໃາຄເຌທັຌີ 15-18 

ຉຸຖາ. 

Would you like me to book that room for you?   Or   
Would you like me to reserve that room for you? 

ໃາຌດາກເນໄຑທກຽປ຺າປັຍບຄເນໄຽຖີງ

ຍໍໃ? 
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ຏູໄຓາ:   

Yes, please. ຽ຺ໄາ, ແຈໄຽຖີງ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Very good. I will reserve a room with a double bed 
for __________per night for 3 nights starting on 
Monday, October 15. 

ຈີນົາງ. ຂໄບງະບຄນໄບຄີໃຓີຉຼຄ

ຈໃຼທເຌຖາາ _____ ຉໍໃືຌ ຘຳຖັຍ 3 

ືຌຽຖີໃຓາກທັຌີ 15 ຉຸຖາ. 

   

ຏູໄຓາ:    

Thank you. ຂບຍເ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

You’re welcome. To complete your reservation, I 
need a little more information. 

ຈໄທງທາຓງິຌຈີ. ຂໄບງຉໄບຄກາຌຂໍໄ

ຓູຌຽຑີໃຓາກໃາຌຽຖັກຌໄບງ ຽຑືໃບ

ຘຳຽຖັຈກາຌປັຍບຄ. 

    

ຏູໄຓາ:    

Of course. ຈໄທງທາຓງີຌຈີ. 

    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Two Rooms Available ກໍຖະຌີຓີຘບຄນໄບຄີໃນທໃາຄ: 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Mrs. Jones? ຌາຄ ຌຘຍໍໃ? 

    

ຏູໄຓາ:    

Yes. ຽ຺ໄາ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

We have two double rooms available from 
October 15 to 18.  
One is a Deluxe Room with a double bed for ____.  
The other is a Deluxe View Room with a double 
bed for ___. That room has a lovely view of the 
river.   
 
Which room would you prefer? 

ຑທກຽປ຺າຓີຘບຄນໄບຄຉຼຄູໃີໃ

ນທໃາຄຘຳຖັຍທັຌີ 15-18 ຉຸຖາ. 

ນໄບຄໜຶໃຄຓໃຌນໄບຄຑິຽຘຈີໃຓີ

ຉຼຄູໃ ເຌຖາາ ______. 

 

ບີກນໄບຄໜຶໃຄກໍຓໃຌນໄບຄຑິຽຘຈ

ີໃຘາຓາຈຆ຺ຓິທັຈ ຖະ ຓີຉຼຄູໃ

ເຌຖາາ ___.ນໄບຄຌັໄຌ ຘາຓາຈຌຓຽນັຌ
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ິທັຈຉາຓຓໃຌໄຳ. 

ໃາຌຉໄບຄກາຌນໄບຄຖັກຘະຌະເຈ? 

 

 

ຏູໄຓາ:    

I would prefer the cheaper room, please. ຂໄບງຉໄບຄກາຌນໄບຄຑັກີໃຖາາຊືກ

ີໃຘຸຈ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Very good. I will reserve the Deluxe Room with a 
double bed for ____per night for 3 nights starting 
on Monday, October 15. 

ຍໍໃຓີຍັຌນາ. ຂໄບງະປັຍບຄນໄບຄ

ຑັກຑິຽຘຈີໃຓີຉຼຄູໃເຌຖາາ 

_____ຉໍໃືຌ ຘຳຖັຍ 3 ືຌ ເນໄໃາຌ

ຽຖີຓຉໃທັຌັຌ ີ15 ຉຸຖາ.  

 

ຏູໄຓາ:    

Yes, that’s perfect. ຽ຺ໄາ. ຈີນົາງ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:  

To complete your reservation, I need a little more 
information. 

ຂໄບງຉໄບຄກາຌຂໍໄຓູຌຽຑີໃຓາກໃາຌ

ຽຖັກຌໄບງ ຽຑືໃບຘຳຽຖັຈກາຌປັຍບຄ. 

 

ຏູໄຓາ:    

Of course. ຈໄທງທາຓງີຌຈີ. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Step three: Collect Additional Information  ຂັໄຌຉບຌ  ີ3:  ຽກັຍກຳ ຖະ 

ຍັຌຶກຂໍໄຓູຌຑືໄຌຊາຌ 

 ີໃດູໃບີຽຓທ:  

 ຽຍີຖະຘັຍ: 

 ຽທຖາາຈະຓາຽຊິຄ: 

 ຘິໃຄີໃປໄບຄຂໍຽຎັຌຑິຽຘຈ? 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

May I have your email address, please? ຂໄບງຂໍີໃດູໃາຄບີຽຓທຂບຄໃາຌ

ຈໄທງ. 

    

ຏູໄຓາ:    
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Certainly. My email address is 
susanjones@gmail.com 

ແຈໄ. ີໃດູໃາຄບີຽຓທຂບຄຂໄບງຓໃຌ 

susanjones@gmail.com 

   

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

May I have your telephone number, please? ຂໄບງຂໍຽຍີຖະຘັຍຂບຄໃາຌຈໄທງ. 

    

ຏູໄຓາ:    

My telephone number is 415-777-8259. ຽຍີຖະຘັຍຂບຄຂໄບງຓໃຌ 415-777-

8259. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Do you know your estimated time of arrival on 
Monday, October 15? 

ໃາຌຑໍະຍບກຽທຖາີໃໃາຌາຈທໃາະ

ຓາຽຊິຄແຈໄຍໍໃຘຳຖັຍທັຌັຌີ 15 

ຉຸຖາ? 

 

ຏູໄຓາ:  4 PM = 4 pm = 4 o’clock  

Yes. We should arrive sometime after 4 PM (or  4 
o’clock). 

ແຈໄ. ຑທກຽປ຺າະຓາຽຊິຄນົັຄ 4 ຓຄ (ນົື 

ຎະຓາຌ 4 ຓຄ). 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Are there any special requests? ໃາຌຓີນງັຄຂໍປໄບຄຽຎັຌຑິຽຘຈຍໍໃ? 

    

ຏູໄຓາ:    

Yes, I need an extra pillow, please. ຓີ, ຂໄບງຉໄບຄກາຌໝບຌຽຑີໄຓ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Certainly. We would be happy to provide an extra 
pillow for you. 

ແຈໄ. ຑທກຽປ຺າງິຌຈີຘະໜບຄໝບຌ

ຽຑີໃຓເນໄໃາຌ. 

 

ຏູໄຓາ:    

Thank you. ຂບຍເ. 

   

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

You’re welcome.  ຈໄທງທາຓງິຌຈີ. 

  

Step Five: Confirm the Details of the Reservation 

ຂັໄຌຉບຌ  ີ4: ດັໄຄດືຌຖາງຖະບຼຈຂບຄກາຌປັຍບຄ 

mailto:susanjones@gmail.com
mailto:susanjones@gmail.com
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ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Please allow me to confirm the details of your 
reservation, Mrs. Jones. 

ຂໄບງຂໍບະຌຸງາຈທຌືຌຖາງ

ຖະບຼຈຂບຄກາຌປັຍບຄຂບຄໃາຌ. 

 

ຏູໄຓາ:    

Of course. ແຈໄ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

I have you arriving on Monday, October 15, 
sometime after 4 PM.  

ໃາຌະຓາຽຊິຄທັຌັຌີ 15 ຉຸຖາ, 

ຎະຓາຌນົັຄ 4 ຓຄຖຄ. 

I have you departing on Thursday, October 18.  ໃາຌະບບກເຌທັຌຑະນັຈ, ີ 18 ຉຸຖາ. 

I have you booked in a Double Room for two 
people at a rate of _________ per night.  

ໃາຌແຈໄບຄນໄບຄຑິຽຘຈຉຼຄູໃຘຳຖັຍ

ຘບຄ຺ຌເຌຖາາ _________ ຉໍໃືຌ. 

The total for three nights is _____________. 
That includes breakfast, free Internet, air 
conditioning, and all taxes and service charges. 

ຖທຓໃານໄບຄຑັກຘຳຖັຍຘາຓືຌຓໃຌ 

_________. 

ເຌຌັໄຌຖທຓບານາຌຽຆ຺ໄາ, ບີຌຽຉີຽຌັຈ, 

ບຽດັຌ ຖະ ບາກບຌ ຖະ ໃາຍໍຖິກາຌ

ຉໃາຄໂ. 

I have a special request for an extra pillow. ໃາຌງັຄແຈໄຂໍໝບຌຽຑີໃຓ. 

Is that correct? ັຄໝ຺ຈຌັໄຌຓໃຌຖໄທຍໍໃ? 

 

ຏູໄຓາ:    

Yes, that’s correct. ຽ຺ໄາ, ຊືກຖໄທ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Excellent! I will send an email to you shortly 
confirming the details of your reservation. I will 
use the following email address:  
susanjones@xxx.com. Is that correct? 

ຈີນົາງ! ັກໜໄບງ ຂໄບງະຘ຺ໃຄບີຽຓ

ທຉບຍປັຍດັໄຄດຶຌເນໄຽ຺ໄາ ຑໄບຓ

ຈໄທງຖາງຖະບຼຈຂບຄກາຌບຄຂບຄຽ຺ໄາ ແຎ

ຉາຓີໃດູໃບີຽຓທ susanjones@xxx.com. 

ຊືກຖໄທຍໍໃ? 

 

ຏູໄຓາ:    

Yes, that’s correct. ຽ຺ໄາຊືກຖໄທ. 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Step Five: Thank the Caller and End the Call 

ຂັໄຌຉບຌ  ີ5: ກໃາທຳທໃາ ຂບຍເຉໍໃ ຏູໄຓາ ຖະບຳຖາ 

mailto:susanjones@xxx.com
mailto:susanjones@xxx.com
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ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Is there anything else I can do for you, Mrs. Jones? ຓີນງັຄເນໄຂໄບງຆໃທງຽ຺ໄາຉືໃຓ

ຍໍໃ? 

    
ຏູໄຓາ:    

No. That’s all. ຍໍໃ, ແຈໄຖໄທ. 

    
ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Very good. Thank you for choosing the__________
guesthouse, and have a good day. 

ຂບຍເີໃໃາຌຽຖືບກຽປືບຌຑັກ 

___________ ຖະ ຂໍເນໄໃາຌຆກຈີ! 

    
ຏູໄຓາ:    

Thank you. You too. ຂບຍເ. ຽ຺ໄາຽຆັໃຌຈໃຼທກັຌ. 

    
ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Thank you. Good bye. ຂບຍເ. ຖາກໃບຌ. 

    
ຏູໄຓາ:    

Good bye. ຖາກໃບຌ. 

    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Manage Walk-in Reservations  

ATourist  Walks in. Thinks Price Is Expensive and Exits 

ກໍຖະຌີຓີຌັກໃບຄໃຼທງໃາຄຽຂ຺ໄາຓາ. ຽຂ຺າຽ຺ໄາຽຍິໃຄ ຖະ ິຈ

ທໃາຖາາຑຄຽກີຌແຎ ຖໄທງໃາຄບບກແຎ 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

Do you have any rooms available for tonight? ຘຳຖັຍືຌຌີໄໃາຌຓີນໄບຄນທໃາຄ

ຍໍໃ? 

   

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:  

Yes, we do. ຽ຺ໄາ, ຑທກຽປ຺າງັຄຓີ. 

    

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:    

How much are they? ນໄບຄຖາາຽ຺ໃາເຈ? 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Our rooms are ____________________. ນໄບຄຑັກຂບຄຑທກຽປ຺າຓໃຌຖາາ 

_______________. 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:    
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That’s expensive. Do you have anything cheaper? ຑຄໄ. ຽ຺ໄາຓີນໄບຄີໃຓັຌຊືກ

ກທໃາຌັໄຌຍໍໃ? 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

No. I’m sorry, that’s the only price we have. ຍໍໃຓີ. ຑທກຽປ຺າງັຄຽນົືບຑຼຄຉໃ

ນໄບຄຖາາຌີໄ. 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:    

Does it include breakfast? ຖາາຌີໄຖທຓບານາຌຽຆ຺ໄາຑໄບຓຍໍໃ? 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

No, it doesn’t include breakfast. But we have self-
serve coffee and tea. 

ຍໍໃ, ຖາາຌີໄຓໃຌຍໍໃຖທຓບານາຌ

ຽຆ຺ໄາ. ຉໃທໃາ ຑທກຽປ຺າຓີຍໍຖິກາຌ

ຌໄຳຆາ ຖະ ກາຽຒ. 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:    

Thanks, but I’ll look for something else. ຂບຍເ, ຉໃທໃາຂໄບງະຖບຄແຎຽຍິໃຄ

ຍໃບຌບືໃຌຉືໃຓ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

I understand. Have a good day. ຂໄບງຽຂ຺ໄາເ. ຆກຈີ. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Receptionist Cannot Recommend a Cheaper Room 

ກໍຖະຌີຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌຍໍໃຘາຓາຈຌະຌຳນໄບຄຑັກີໃຊືກກທໃາ: 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

Can you recommend (or suggest) any place that 
has cheaper rooms? 

ຽ຺ໄາຘາຓາຈຌະຌຳຽປືບຌຑັກບືໃຌີໃ

ຖາານໄບຄຊືກໂຍໍໃ? 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

I’m sorry, I don’t know the prices at other 
guesthouses. 

ຂໄບງຂໍຈ, ຂໄບງຍໍໃປູໄຖາາຂບຄ

ຽປືບຌຑັກບືໃຌ. 
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To recommend = To suggest (ກາຌຌະຌຳ) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Guest Walks in, but Hotel Is Fully Booked (Full) 

ກໍຖະຌີຂກງໃາຄຽຂ຺ໄໄາຓາ, ປຄປຓຽຉັຓ (Full= ຽຉັຓ) 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Welcome to the _________Guesthouse. How may 
I help you? 

ງິຌຈີຉໄບຌປັຍຘູໃຽປືບຌຑັກ 

_________. ຂໄບງຆໃທງນງັຄຽ຺ໄາແຈໄ

ຍໍໃ? 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

Do you have any rooms?   Or  Are there any rooms 
available? 

ຽ຺ໄໄາຓີນໄບຄຍໍໃ? ນົື ງັຄຓີນໄບຄ

ນທໃາຄຍໍໃ? 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

No, I’m sorry. The hotel is full today. ຂໄບງຂໍຈ, ຍໍໃຓີ. ຓືໄຌີໄປຄປຓ

ຑທກຽປ຺າຽຉັຓ. 

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

 

Receptionist Recommends Other Guesthouses 

ກໍຖະຌີຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌຌະຌຳາຄຽຖືບກຘຳຖັຍຽປືບຌຑັກບືໃຌ 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

Can you recommend another one?   Or   Can you 
suggest another one? 

ຽ຺ໄາຘາຓາຈຌະຌຳຍໃບຌບືໃຌເນໄຂໄບງ

ແຈໄຍໍໃ? 

   

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Yes, I can. There are many guesthouses and hotels 
on this street. If you go down the hill and turn left 
or right, you will find more guesthouses and 
hotels. Let me show you on a map. 

ແຈໄ. ຉາຓຊະໜ຺ຌຽຘັໄຌຌີໄງັຄຓີຽປືບຌ

ຑັກ ຖະ ປຄປຓບີກນົາງນໃຄ. 

ຊໄາທໃາຽ຺ໄາ ງໃາຄຖ຺ຄໄບງຌີໄແຎ ຖະ 

ບໄຼທຆໄາງ ນົື ຂທາ, ຽ຺ໄາະຽນັຌ

ຍັຌຈາຽປືບຌຑັກ ຖະ  ປຄປຓຉໃາຄໂ. 

ຂໄບງະເນໄຽ຺ໄາຽຍິໃຄເຌຏຌີໃ. 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:    

That’s very kind. Thank you. ຂບຍເນົາງໂ ຘຳຖັຍທາຓກະຖຸຌາຂບຄ

ຽ຺ໄາ. 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:  
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You’re welcome. Good luck! And have a good day!   
Or   Have a nice day! 

ຈໄທງທາຓງິຌຈີ. ຆກຈີຽຈີໄ! 

   

   Good = Nice  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A Guest Walks in. Thinks Price Is Expensive, but Receptionist Sells the Room 

ກໍຖະຌີຂກງໃາຄຽຂ຺ໄາ. ິຈທໃາຖາາຑຄຽກີຌແຎ, 

ຉໃຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌຘາຓາຈຂາງນໄບຄແຈໄ 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

Do you have any rooms available for tonight? ຽ຺ໄາງັຄຓີນໄບຄນທໃາຄຘຳຖັຍືຌຌີໄ

ດູໃຍໍໃ? 

   

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Yes, we do. ຽ຺ໄາງັຄຓີ. 

    

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

How much are they? ຖາາຽ຺ໃາເຈ? 

   

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Our Standard rooms are _______. Our Deluxe 
rooms are _______. 

ຘຳຖັຍນໄບຄຳຓະຈາຓໃຌຖາາ _____. 

ຘຳຖັຍນໄບຄຑິຽຘຈຓໃຌຖາາ _____. 

    

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

That’s expensive. Do you have anything cheaper? ຑຄໄ. ຽ຺າງັຄຓີນໄບຄບືໃຌີໃ

ຊືກກທໃາຌີໄຍໍໃ? 

   

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

That price includes a full breakfast, free Internet, 
and one airport transfer. And all our rooms are air-
conditioned. 

ຘຳຖາາຌີໄ ຓໃຌຖທຓບານາຌຽຆ຺ໄາ, ບີຌ

ຽຉີຽຌັຈ, ຖະ ຂ຺ຌຘ຺ໃຄແຎຘະໜາຓ

ຍີຌໜຶໃຄ ຊໄຼທຖະ ນໄບຄຂບຄຑທກຽປ຺າ

ຸກນໄບຄຎະກບຍຓີບຽດັຌ. 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

Oh. Well that doesn’t sound so bad. Can you show 
me a room? 

ຓໃຌນທາ. ຍຍຌັໄຌ ຒັຄຖໄທກໍໃ

ໜໄາຘ຺ຌເ. ຑາຂໄບງແຎຽຍິໃຄນໄບຄຈໃ

ແຈໄຍໍໃ? 
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ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Yes, of course. ກະແຈໄ, ຍໍໃຓີຍັຌນາ. 

  

Direction: Show:  If the tourist does not ask to see a room, the Receptionist could 

offer to show one, by saying: 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Would you like to see a room? ຽ຺ໄາດາກແຎຽຍິໃຄນໄບຄຍໍໃ? 

    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Receptionist Shows a Room  ກໍຖະຌີຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌຑາແຎຽຍິໃຄ

ນໄບຄຑັກ 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Where are you from? ຽ຺ໄາຽຎັຌ຺ຌາກຎະຽຈເຈ? 

    

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

We are from Canada. (or another country: 
Australia, France, Germany, etc.) 

ຑທກຽປ຺າຓາາກຎະຽຈກາຌາຈາ. (ນົື ຎະ

ຽຈບືໃຌໂ: ບ຺ຈຘຽຉຽຖງ, ຐຕັໃຄ, ຽດຖະ

ຓັຌ ຖະ ບືໃຌໂ) 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Ahhhh. Canada. What is it like in Canada? ບຓໃຌຍໍໃ, ກາຌາຈາ. ດູໃຎະຽຈກາຌາຈາ

ຽຎັຌຌທເຈ? 

    

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:    

Canada is…….. ຎະຽຈກາຌາຈາ ຓໃຌ ……. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Is this your first trip to ______?  Or   Is this your 
first time in _____? 

ຌີໄຓໃຌັໄຄຳບິຈີໃຽ຺ໄາຓາ

ໃຼທ______ຍໍໃ? ຌີໄຓໃຌຽືໃບຳ

ບິຈີໃຽ຺ໄາຓາ ____ຍໍໃ? 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

Yes, it is. ຽ຺ໄາຓໃຌຖໄທ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   
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What have you seen in _______? ຽ຺ໄາແຈໄແຎໃຼທເຘຈໃຖໄທເຌ 

ນົືຽ຺ໄາແຈໄຽນັຌນງັຄຈໃ ____? 

    

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

So far, we’ve seen….. ງັຄຍໍໃນົາງ, ຂໄບງນາກໍແຈໄແຎ

ໃຼທຉໃ ….. 

   

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Are you going to visit any other countries on your 
trip? 

ຽ຺ໄາະແຎໃຼທຎະຽຈບືໃຌຉືໃຓຍໍໃ

ເຌກາຌຽຈີຌາຄັໄຄຌີໄ? 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

Yes, we’re going to ______. ຓໃຌຖໄທ, ຑທກຽປ຺າະແຎ  ______. 

  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Showing the Room ກາຌຽຍິໃຄ ຖະ ຌະຌຳກໃຼທກັຍນໄບຄຑັກ 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:  

 There is free bottled water.  ເຌນໄບຄຑັກະຓີຌໄຳຈືໃຓ (ຒຕີ) 

 There is a ceiling fan.   ຓີຑັຈຖ຺ຓຽຑຈາຌ  

 There is a TV with remote control. ຓີຖະັຈ ຖະ ຕີໝຈ 

 There is air-conditioning with remote control. ຓີບຽດັຌ ຖະ ຕີໝຈ 

*** ທຌຽຎີຈຎະຉູຎະແທໄ ຖະ ຽຎີຈແຒເຌນໄບຄຌໄຳ ຖະ ເນໄຌະຌຳຽຂ຺າຽ຺ໄາ

ຽຍິໃຄເຌນໄບຄຌໄຳຑໄບຓ. 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

And here is the bathroom.  ຖະ ຌີໄຓໃຌນໄບຄຌໄຳ. 

    

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

Very nice. This is fine. We’ll take it. ຄາຓນົາງ. ນໄບຄຌີໄຈີຖໄທ. ຑທກຽປ຺າ

ະຽບ຺ານໄບຄຌີໄ. 

   

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Very good. Please follow me to the Front Desk, so I 
can help you check-in / register. 

ຈີຖໄທ. ຓີຉໃເນໄຽ຺ໄາຉາຓຂໄບງແຎ

ຑາກຘໃທຌໜໄາ ຽຑືໃບເນໄຂໄບງຆໃທງ

ຽ຺ໄາຖ຺ຄະຍຼຌ. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

At the Front Desk, Receptionist checks availability 

ດູໃຑາກຘໃທຌໜໄາ, ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌກທຈືຌຉາຉະຖາຄຂໍໄຓູຌນໄບຄ

ນທໃາຄ 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Yes, it’s available. ຽ຺ໄາ, ນໄບຄຌີໄງັຄນທໃາຄ. 

    

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທs:    

Great! We’ll take it for all three nights. ຈີນົາງ! ຑທກຽປ຺າະຽບ຺ານໄບຄ

ຌີໄຘຳຖັຍຘາຓືຌ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Very good! ຈີນົາງ! 

 

Very good!   =   Excellent!  = Wonderful! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Confirming the Booking. Offering Help with Luggage 

ກາຌດັໄຄດືຌືຌຖາງກາຌປັຍບຄ. ກາຌຘະຽໜີທາຓຆໃທງຽນົືບ 

 

Luggage = Suitcases (ກະຽຎ຺າ, ນີຍ) 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Ok. You’re all set. Please allow me to show you to 
your room. 

ໃາຌຖ຺ຄະຍຼຌຘຳຽຖັຈຖໄທ. ກະຖຸຌາ

ຉາຓຂໄບງຓາ ຂໄບງະແຎຘ຺ໃຄດູໃນໄບຄ

ຑັກ. 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:    

Thank you! ຂບຍເ! 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

You’re welcome. Would you like me to help you 
with your luggage? 

ຈໄທງທາຓງີຌຈີ. ເນໄຂໄບງຆໃທງຊືກະ

ຽຎ຺າຽ຺ໄາຍໍໃ? 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:    
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No, thank you. We’ll carry our suitcases.  Or  Yes, 
please. 

ຍໍໃຽຎັຌນງັຄ, ຂບຍເ. ຑທກຽປ຺າຊືຽບຄ

ກໍແຈໄ. ນົື ຽ຺ໄາ, ຂບຍເ. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    

Escort Guests Back to the Room They Selected 

ກໍຖະຌີກາຌແຎຘ຺ໃຄຂກແຎນໄບຄຑັກີໃຽຂ຺າຽ຺ໄາແຈໄຽຖືບກ 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

My name is __________. Please let me know if you 
need anything.  

ຂໄບງຆືໃທໃາ __________. ກະຖຸຌາເນໄ

ໃາຌຍບກແຈໄຽຖີງຊໄາທໃາໃາຌງັຄ

ຉໄບຄກາຌນງັຄຉືໃຓ. 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

Thank you. ຂບຍເ! 

   

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

You’re welcome. Enjoy your stay. ຈໄທງທາຓງີຌຈີ. ຂໍເນໄຑັກຏໃບຌ

ຉາຓຘະຍາງ. 

    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

Walk-in Guests Don’t Like the First Room Receptionist Shows Them 

ກໍຖະຌີຂກງໃາຄຽຂ຺ໄາຍໍໃຓັກນໄບຄຳບິຈີໃ ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌຑາແຎ

ຽຍິໃຄ 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

This room is a little small. And it’s a little dark. Do 
you have another room available? 

ນໄບຄຌີໄຓັຌດາກຌໄບງຑຈ ຖະ ຓັຌດາກ

ຓືຈຌໄບງໜຶໃຄ. ຽ຺ໄາຓີນໄບຄບືໃຌ

ີໃນທໃາຄຍໍໃ? 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Yes, we do. Please follow me.  ຽ຺ໄາ, ງັຄຓີ. ເນໄຉາຓຂໄບງຓາ. 

    

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

Thank you! ຂບຍເ 
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ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

You’re welcome. ຈໄທງທາຓງີຌຈີ. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

In the 2nd room  ເຌນໄບຄີຘບຄ 

 

ຌັກໃບຄໃຼທ:   

I like this room better than the last one. We’ll take 
it. 

ຂໄບງຓັກນໄບຄຌີໄນົາງ

ກທໃານໄບຄຏໃາຌຓາ. ຑທກຽປ຺າະຽບ຺າ

ນໄບຄຌີໄ. 

   

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Very good. Please follow me to the Front Desk, so I 
can help you check in. 

ຈີນົາງ. ຓີຉໃເນໄຽ຺ໄາຉາຓຂໄບງແຎ

ຑາກຘໃທຌໜໄາ ຽຑືໃບເນໄຂໄບງຆໃທງ

ຽ຺ໄາຖ຺ຄະຍຼຌຽຂ຺ໄາຑັກ 

 

Check Guests in and out  

Checking in a Couple with an Advance Reservation 
ກາຌປັຍຖ຺ຄະຍຼຌຂກຽຂ຺ໄາ ີໃຓາຽຎັຌູໃ ີໃຓີກາຌປັຍບຄີໃ

ຑັກຖໃທຄໜໄາ 

 

Receptionist:  

Hello! And welcome to the ____ guesthouse. How 
may I help you?  

ຘະຍາງຈີ! ຖະງີຌຈີຉໄບຌປັຍຘູໃ

ຽປືບຌຑັກ ____. ຂໄບງຆໃທງນງັຄຽ຺ໄາ

ແຈໄຍໍໃ? 

    

ຂກ:     

We’re checking in. ຑທກຽປ຺າຓາຖ຺ຄະຍຼຌຽຂ຺ໄາ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Do you have a reservation? ໃາຌແຈໄບຄນໄບຄຑັກແທໄຍໍໃ? 

    

ຂກ:     

Yes, we do. ຓໃຌຖໄທ. 
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ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

What is your surname, please? ກະຖຸຌາຍບກຌາຓຘະກຸຌຂບຄໃາຌ. 

    

ຂກ:     

Clark. ຖາກ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

Yes, Mr. and Mrs. Clark, we’ve been expecting you. 
I see you have a reservation for 4 nights in a 
Deluxe Room. 

ຽ຺ໄາ, ໃາຌ ຖະ ໃາຌ ຌາຄ ຖາກ, ຑທກ

ຽປ຺າກຳຖັຄຖໍຊໄາຑທກໃາຌ. ຽນັຌທໃາ

ຑທກ ໃາຌບຄຓາຘຳຖັຍ 4 ືຌ ເຌນໄບຄ

ຑິຽຘຈ. 

    

ຂກ:     

Yes. That’s correct. What is the price of the room? ຽ຺ໄາ. ຓໃຌຖໄທ. ນໄບຄຌີໄຖາາ

ຽ຺ໃາເຈ? 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

The price for our Deluxe Rooms is _________. That 
includes breakfast, free Internet, and all taxes and 
service charges. The room is air conditioned and 
has a small refrigerator. 

ນໄບຄຑິຽຘຈຌີໄຖາາຓໃຌ _______. ເຌ

ຌັໄຌຖທຓບານາຌຽຆ຺ໄາ, ບີຌຽຉີຽຌັຈ, 

ຖະ ບາກບຌ ຖະ ໃາຍໍຖິກາຌ. ເຌນໄບຄ

ະຓີບຽດັຌ ຖະ ຉູໄຽດັຌຌໄບງບີກ

ຈໄທງ. 

 

ຂກ:     

Excellent! ຈີນົາງ! 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:  

Could you please fill out the information in our 
Registration Book? 

ກະຖຸຌາຽຉີຓຂໍໄຓູຌຂບຄໃາຌຖ຺ຄເຌ

ຎຶໄຓຖ຺ຄະຍຼຌຂບຄຑທກຽປ຺າຈໄທງ. 

 

ຂກ:     

Of course. ແຈໄ, ຍໍໃຽຎັຌນງັຄ. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Passports  ໜັຄຘືຽຈີຌາຄ 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

May I see your passports, please? ຂໍຂໄບງຽຍິໃຄໜັຄຘືຽຈີຌາຄຂບຄ

ໃາຌຈໄທງ. 

    

ຂກ:     

Why do you need our passports? ໃາຌຉໄບຄກາຌໜັຄຘືຽຈີຌາຄຂບຄຑທກ

ຽປ຺າແຎຽປັຈນງັຄ? 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:   

I need to enter the numbers in our registration 
system. 

ຂໄບຄຉໄບຄກາຌຽຑືໃບຍັຌຶກຽຖກີ

ຂບຄໜັຄຘືຽຈີຌາຄແທໄເຌຖະຍ຺ຍ

ຖ຺ຄະຍຼຌຂບຄຑທກຽປ຺າ. 

 

ຂກ:     

Ok. Here they are. ແຈໄ.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Showing guests to Their Room 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:  

I’d be happy to show you to your room. Would 
you like me to help with your luggage? 

ຂໄບງງີຌຈີີໃະຑາໃາຌແຎນານໄບຄ

ຂບຄໃາຌ. ເນໄຂໄບງຆໃທງຊືກະຽຎ຺າ

ຍໍໃ? 

 

ຂກ:     

Yes, that would be nice. Thank you. ແຈໄ. ຂບຍເ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌ:  

You’re welcome. Please follow me. ຈໄທງທາຓງີຌຈີ. ກະຖຸຌາເນໄໃາຌ

ຉາຓຂໄບງຓາ. 
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Section 2 Seven Housekeeping Guidelines 
 
This section will introduce you to the essential skills and principles necessary to be a 
good housekeeper. As you progress through this section you will cover the seven basic 
housekeeping guidelines.  

 

How important is cleanliness to your guesthouse or hotel? The cleaner your facility is, 
the more you can expect the following: 
 

1. Higher room rates 

2. More walk-in business 

3. Guests who are more respectful of your property 

4. Guests who stay longer (when they see how clean it is) 

5. Guests who relax there and purchase items (water, beer, soda, snacks, etc.) 

6. Guests who return for future stays 

7. Positive comments on Internet sites (trip advisor, agoda, teamworkz, etc.) 

8. Better photos for guests to post on Internet sites 

9. A sense of pride among your employees 

10. Fewer problems with health and safety issues (pests, mold, accidents, etc.) 

 

Definition Refers to person responsible for the 
cleaning and maintenance of the 
guestroom, toilet and public areas of the 
hotel or guesthouse.  

Housekeeper 

 

 

 

 

As you can see, cleanliness—and well-trained Housekeepers—will help your business 

grow and succeed.  

So we have put together a list of Seven Housekeeping Guidelines. Once again, these 

are suitable for many guesthouses and hotels. However, if there is something that is not 

appropriate for your facility, please use these as a model to create your own guidelines.    

 

 

Tips: Housekeeping personnel plays an important part of the accommodation 

business. Without them working as a team with the front desk staff your business 

will be disrupted.  
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Seven Housekeeping Guidelines 

1 Entering a Guestroom 

2 Using Good Cleaning Procedures 

3 Cleaning Guestrooms 

4 Cleaning Bathrooms 

5 Cleaning Stayover Rooms 

6 Cleaning Public Areas 

7 Managing Room Keys 

 

Here is a brief overview of the Seven Housekeeping Guidelines. 

2.1 Entering a Guestroom  
 

In guesthouses and hotels throughout the world, a standard system is used by 

Housekeeping to enter guestrooms. There are a few different options, depending on the 

situation. Please share these step-by-step instructions for correctly entering a 

guestroom with your Housekeepers.  

Entering a Guestroom 

 
1. Knock firmly on the door. 
2.  Say: ―Housekeeping‖ in a loud, clear voice (so people inside can hear you). 
3. If there is no answer, enter the room. 
4. Leave the door open while cleaning the room. 

 

If Guests Are in the Room 

 
1. Knock firmly on the door. 
2. Say: ―Housekeeping‖ in a loud, clear voice (so people inside can hear you). 
3. Guest: Yes? 
4. Say: ―Sorry! I will come back later.‖ 
5. Clean other rooms. 
6. Come back later. 
7. Knock on the door.  
8. Say: ―Housekeeping.‖ 
9. If there is no answer, enter the room. 
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If a “Do Not Disturb” Sign Is on the Door 

 
2. Do NOT knock on the door. 
3. Come back later. 
4. When the ―Do Not Disturb‖ sign is removed, follow the instructions  

for entering a guestroom. 

 

If a “Please Clean Room” Sign Is on the Door 

 
1. Do NOT enter without knocking. 
2. Follow the instructions for entering a guestroom. 

 

2.2 Using Good Cleaning Procedures 
Good Housekeepers save time by collecting all the materials they need before they start 

cleaning guestrooms. So their first stop is at the Housekeeping storage area.  

 

To make it easy for your Housekeepers to collect the materials they need, you may 

want to post this checklist in the storage room where it is easy for them to see. 

 

If the checklist does not exactly match the materials your Housekeepers use, please 

adapt it to suit your guesthouse or hotel before printing it. 

 

Checklist of Cleaning Materials 

 

 Face mask and gloves 

 Several clean cloths 

 Bucket 

 Container for carrying cleaning agents 

 All-purpose cleaner in spray bottle 

 Bleach 

 Glass cleaner 

 Toilet cleaner 

 Toilet brush 

 Broom and dustpan 

 Mop  

 Scrub brush 

 Insect spray 

 

 Large bag or container for soiled laundry 

 Large bag or container of supplies: 

 Toilet paper 

 Soap 

 Bottled water 

 Large trash bag for removing trash 

 Small trash bags for in-room trash bins 

 Large bag or container of clean linens: 

 Sheets, pillowcases, duvet covers 

 Towels 
 
Never put clean linens on the floor or on 
any dirty surface! 

 

Important: Housekeepers can be exposed to toxic materials that can be harmful if they 

don’t understand the proper way to handle such materials.  
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Here is a list of the basic Dos and Don’ts for working with cleaning fluids. 

Dos and Don’ts for Using Cleaning Fluids 

Do Don’t 

 Wear a face mask and gloves. 

 Open windows. 

 Put caps back on tightly. 

 Dilute per manufacturer’s instructions. 

 Put them in unlabeled bottles. 

 Smoke, eat, or drink when using them. 

 Mix chemicals. 

 Store near food. 

 

Because so many surfaces in guestrooms require gentle cleaning with a damp cloth, it 

is important to ask your Housekeepers to review the proper procedure for cleaning with 

a damp cloth. 

How to Clean with a Damp Cloth 

 
Materials: 

1. Clean cloths 
2. Bucket  
3. All-purpose cleaner 
4. Gloves 

 
Steps: 

1. Fill bucket with warm water. 
2. Add a small amount of all-purpose cleaner. 
3. Dip the cloth in the bucket of warm water. 
4. Wring out the cloth so it is damp (not wet). 
5. Begin damp dusting. 
6. When a side of the cloth is soiled, fold it over to expose a clean area. 
7. When the entire cloth is dirty, rinse it in clean water. 
8. Wring out the cloth. 
9. Dip the cloth back in the warm water with all-purpose cleaner.  
10. Wring out the cloth so it is damp (not wet). 
11. Continue damp dusting. 

 
At the end of the day, wash the cloths with detergent and hot water. 

 

2.3 Cleaning Guestrooms 
If guests complain that rooms are dirty, but your Housekeepers believe that the rooms 

are clean, your Housekeepers are probably not aware of the proper sequence for 
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cleaning a room. If they follow this sequence every time they clean a room, complaints 

about dirty rooms will cease. 

How to Clean a Guestroom 

 
For health and safety, wear a face mask and gloves when cleaning a guestroom. 
 

1. Enter the room properly. 
2. Leave the door open while cleaning! 
3. Turn on the lights. 
4. If possible, circulate the air by opening windows or turning on the fan.  
5. Make sure all equipment works. 

a. Remote controls (replace dead batteries) 
b. Light bulbs (replace burned out bulbs) 
c. Air conditioner, heater, fans  

6. Remove soiled laundry (sheets, towels). 
7. Clean the entire room from TOP to BOTTOM.  

 
First: Ceiling (remove all spider webs, mold, and dirt) 

Use: A long-handled broom or brush 
Second: Walls and woodwork (remove all spider webs, mold, and dust/dirt) 

Use: A broom or brush and a damp cloth 
 

Third: Windows and windowsills 
Use: Glass cleaner and dry cloth for windows 
Use: A damp cloth for windowsills 

 
Fourth: All other items (TV, radio, fans, vases, lamps, refrigerator) 

Use: A feather duster and a damp cloth 
 

Fifth: All furniture (table, desk, headboard, chairs) 
Use: A feather duster and a damp cloth 
 

Sixth: Floor (clean under the bed and other furniture) 
Use: A broom and dustpan first 
Use: A dust mop or a wet mop second 

8. Empty and clean all trash bins—and replace plastic bag liner. 
9. Clean the bathroom (see separate instructions). 
10. Make the bed (see separate instructions). 

 
Review the Laminated Housekeeper’s Checklist! 
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How to Make a Bed 

 
1. Put the bottom sheet on the bed (if it is not ―fitted‖ with elastic, tuck it in tightly). 
2. Smooth the wrinkles out of the sheet. 
3. Put the clean blanket cover (duvet) on the blanket. 
4. Position the blanket on the bed so it is evenly centered. 
5. Smooth the wrinkles out of the blanket cover. 
6. Put clean pillow cases on the pillows. 
7. Position the pillows attractively at the head of the bed. 
8. Put any decorative fabrics, pillows, or coverings on the bed. 

 

Housekeeper’s Checklist 

 

Check Each Item When You Finish a Guestroom 

 Ceiling (no spider webs, mold, or dirt) 

 Walls and woodwork (no spider webs, mold, or dirt/dust) 

 All furniture (table, desk, chairs, headboard, shelves, refrigerator) 

 All other items (TV, doorknobs, fans, windows) 

 Floor (swept and mopped, cleaned under bed and furniture) 

 Trash bins (emptied and cleaned—plastic liner replaced) 

 Beds (changed or remade, no dirt or stains) 

 Bathroom (thoroughly cleaned) 

 Everything arranged nicely (pillows, bedding) 

 Windows closed, if appropriate 

 Fans and lights off 

 Door locked 
 

2.4 Cleaning Bathrooms 
Guests can be very sensitive when it comes to the cleanliness of a bathroom. It is better 

to train your Housekeepers to maintain high standards regarding bathroom cleanliness 

than to hear or read customers’ complaints. 

 

In particular, guests will complain about: 

1. Hair in the bathroom (the sink, the shower, the bathtub, the floor) 

2. Mold on the tiles, wall, or ceiling  

3. Dirty toilets 

4. Dirty mirrors 

5. Not enough toilet paper (always leave at least two rolls in each guestroom) 

 

Remember: Guests are more willing to accept a small, clean bathroom than a large, 

dirty one.  
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How to Clean a Bathroom 

 
For health and safety, wear a face mask and gloves when cleaning the bathroom. 

1. Clean the ceiling (remove spider webs, mold, and dirt). 
2. Clean the walls (remove spider webs, dirt, spots). 

a. Use a damp cloth. 
3. Remove mold. 

a. Use bleach (follow instructions to dilute it properly with water). 
b. Use a scrub brush to remove mold from tiles. 

4. Scrub the shower curtain or shower door with a scrub brush to remove/prevent mold. 
5. Clean the toilet (see separate instructions). 
6. Clean the mirror with glass cleaner and a dry cloth. 
7. Clean all shelves with a damp cloth. 
8. Wash and dry the soap dish. 
9. Clean all fixtures / faucets with a damp cloth. 

a. Polish with a clean, dry cloth. 
10. Rinse the sink with warm, soapy water, and wipe clean with a damp cloth. 
11. Empty and clean the trash bins. 
12. Restock items (toilet paper and soap). 
13. Clean the floor.  

a. Sweep first. 
b. Wet mop second. 
c. Clean under the sink and trash bin. 

 

How to Clean a Toilet 

 
1. Flush the toilet. 
2. Put toilet cleaner in the toilet. 
3. Clean inside toilet bowl with the toilet brush. 
4. Flush the toilet again. 
5. Spray entire toilet lightly with all-purpose cleaner. 
6. Wipe the entire toilet with a damp cloth. 

a. Toilet seat (top and bottom) 
b. Toilet tank 
c. Handle 
d. Hinges 
e. Base 
f. toilet spray nozzle 

 
Never use a cloth that was used 
to clean a toilet on any other 
surface!  
 
 
It will spread dangerous bacteria. 

Tips:  

Prior to starting work each day, the head of housekeeping department will check and coordinate 

with the front desk on room status in order to plan their daily work schedule accordingly. The 

housekeeping department will be provided with details of room statuse of the day.  

Each housekeeper should be provided with list of room to clearn for each day and maintain 

updated list through out the day.  
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2.5 Cleaning a Stayover Room 

 

A stayover room is a room in which a guest stays for more than one night.  

 

Some guesthouses and hotels change the linens and towels every day in stayover 

rooms. Some do not. More and more, guests are requesting that linens and towels not 

be changed every day. The current view is that it wastes too much water and energy. 

 

So, please do not feel that you need to change the linens and towels every day in a 

stayover room. Still, it’s important for the Housekeepers to know that the room should 

look as though everything in it was fresh. So, the bed needs to be made to look as 

though everything had been changed (sometimes, it helps to simply replace the pillow 

cases). And towels need to be straightened and re-hung to look fresh and clean.  

 

How to Clean a Stayover Room 

 
1. Enter the room as usual. 
2. If bedding is still fresh, remake the bed.  

 Replace pillow cases, if necessary to make the bed look fresh. 

 If bedding is soiled, change the sheets. 
3. Clean guestroom as usual. 
4. Move guest possessions only to clean around and under them. 

 Never tamper with guest possessions or try on guest clothing or jewellery. 
5. Clean bathroom as usual. 

a. Restock bathroom items (toilet paper and soap). 
6. Exit the room as usual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.6 Cleaning Public Areas 
Generally, Housekeepers will clean public areas following the same principles 

discussed above.  

Tips: The world today is facing an ever challenging environment situation especially 

the problem of climate change. You business can help reduce carbon emission 

through simple initiatives that can save both energy and cash. You can include 

signs in guestrooms that say: 

 Turn off lights when not using or not in room,  

 set your air conditioning to 25 degree celcius  

 for guest staying more than 1 night should be motivated not to change linen 

and towels every day through simple award scheme. 

ຏໄາຎູຍໃບຌຸກທັຌ  
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However, there are two very important things to keep in mind regarding the cleaning of 

public areas: 

 

1. Never allow guests to walk on a wet floor (this could result in a serious 

accident). 

a. Instruct your Housekeepers to block off wet floors. 

b. Create a sign that says “Caution: Wet Floor” that your Housekeepers 

can use to warn guests that the floor is wet. 

 

2. Train your Housekeepers to give guests a friendly smile and a cheerful 

greeting when they see them in public areas. 

a. Good morning!      Good afternoon!     Good evening! 

b. Madame     or     Sir 

 

 

Cleaning Public Areas 

 
What: The Front Desk, the Reception Area, the Dining Area, the public toilet, stairways, 
hallways, courtyards, exterior walkways, etc. 
 
When: Ask the Receptionist to suggest the best time to clean public areas every day. 
 
How: Clean public rooms the way you would clean a guestroom. 
 

1. Start with the ceiling 
2. Clean all furnishings 
3. Sweep and wet-mop the floor 

 
Important: When wet-mopping the floor in a public area, block the area so guests cannot walk 
on the wet floor. If possible, post a sign to let guests know that the floor is wet. 
Sign: CAUTION! Wet floor. 

4. Don’t forget to clean 
a. Trash bins 
b. Tables, chairs, and sofas 
c. Curtains and blinds 
d. Lamps 
e. Telephones 
f. Computers and monitors 

5. Straighten all decorative items 
a. Books and magazines 
b. Plants and flowers 
c. Cushions and tapestries 
d. Rugs 
e. Artwork, posters 

6. Test the equipment 
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a. Do all the lights, fans, and air conditioners work? 
b. Do all the electric outlets work? 
c. Report any broken equipment to the Receptionist or Manager. 

 
Stairways 

1. Sweep and then wet-mop steps. 
2. Clean handrails with a damp cloth 

 
Plants 
Keep plants in public areas watered and trimmed (remove dead, dry leaves and blossoms). 

 
 

2.7 Managing Room Keys  
 

Room Key Security 

 

1. Keep keys on a secure key ring.  
2. Never leave keys unattended.  
3. Never leave keys in the door lock. 
4. If someone asks to be let into a room: 

o Say: I’m sorry. I cannot open any doors without checking with the Receptionist.  
Say: What is your name, please?‖ 

o Check with Receptionist to see if the person is authorized to enter the room. 
Remember 

 Housekeepers are responsible for guest belongings. 

 Use care to avoid theft. 

 

Learning Summary 
 
congratulations! In this section you have covered the fundamental skills and knowledge 
of a good housekeeper based on the 7 housekeeping guidelines, which includes: proper 
way of entering guestroom, guestroom cleaning procedures, learned how to use basic 
equipments and materials needed for the job. Moreover, this section have shown that 
housekeeping staff also have the opportunity to interact with guests occassionally, 
therefore, good manner and basic customer service orientation is essential. You have 
also learned that a housekeeper does not work alone, but as a team in close 
coordination with the front desk personnel.  
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English Language guides for Housekeepers 
 

Lao English Lao English 

ຂບຄຂໄບງ 

ຂບຄຑທກຽປ຺າ 

 

ຓັຌຉກ / ຽຑ / ນັກ 

ເຆໄຍໍໃແຈໄ  

 

ນໄບຄຌໄຳ 

ກ຺ຈຘັກກ 

ຖະັຈ 

ກາຌຽຎີຈ 

ກາຌຎິຈ 

ຽຉ຺າບຸໃຌ 

ບຽດັຌ 

ຑັຈຖ຺ຓ 

ຕີໝຈ 

ກະ 

ຖບກ 

ຎບຈແຑ 

ຉູໄຘຳຖັຍ 

ຐາກຽືໃບຄ 

ຂໄບງຉໄບຄກາຌ… 

ຑທກຽປ຺າ

ຉໄບຄກາຌ… 

ຽັໄງນໄບຄຌໄຳ 

ຘະຍູ 

ຆຓຑູ 

ດາຌທຈຏ຺ຓ 

ດາຊູຂໄທ 

ຏໄາຽຆັຈຉ 

ຏໄາຽຆັຈຓື 

ຏໄາຽຆັຈໜໄາ 

My 

Our 

The 

Is broken 

Does not work/ 

Doesn’t Work 

Toilet 

To flush 

TV / television 

To turn on 

To turn off 

Heater 

Air conditioner 

Fan 

Remote control 

Key 

Lock 

Safe 

Safety deposit box 

I need… 

We need… 

Toilet paper 

Soap 

Shampoo 

Conditioner 

Toothpaste 

Towel 

Hand towel 

Face cloth 

ຽຎິຽຎືໄບຌ 

ຘະບາຈ 

ແຒ 

ຓແຒ 

ຎະຉູ 

ຎໃບຄດໄຼຓ 

ຑືໄຌ 

ຉະຽປັຈທຼກ 

ຉັໃຄ 

ຉຼຄ 

ຏໄາຎູ 

ໝບຌ 

ຆ຺ຍໝບຌ 

ຏໄານ຺ໃຓ 

ຏໄານ຺ໃຓ 

ຓຄຓຸຓ 

ເງຓຄຓຸຓ 

ຓຄແຓໄ 

ງຸຄ 

ຓ຺ຈ 

ຄູ 

ໜູ 

ຓຄຘາຍ 

ຽືໃບຄຆັກ 

ຽກີຍຉະ 

ຽຘງ 

ຽຘງ / ນາງ 

ຽທຖາບບກ 

Dirty 

Clean 

Lights 

Lamp 

Door 

Window 

Floor 

Desk 

Chair 

Bed 

Sheet 

Pillow 

Pillowcase 

Blanket 

Duvet 

Spider 

Spider web 

Bugs 

Mosquitoes 

Ants 

Snake 

Rat/Mouse 

Cockroach 

Laundry 

Slippers 

Lost  

Missing 

Check-out time 
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English Phrases 

Housekeeping! 

຺ຌຎກໜໄາ:   

Can you please let me into room # 10? ຽ຺ໄາຽຎີຈກະນໄບຄຽຍີ 10 ເນໄຂໄບງ

ຈໃແຈໄຍໍໃ? 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌຓໃຍໄາຌ:   

I’m sorry. I cannot open any doors without 
checking with the receptionist. What is your name, 
please? 

ຂໄບງຂໍຈ. ຂໄບງຍໍໃຘາຓາຈຽຎີຈ

ຎະຉູເຈແຈໄຊໄາຍໍໃແຈໄກທຈກາກັຍ

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌຽຘງກໃບຌ. ຖະ 

ຽ຺ໄາຆືໃທໃາຌທເຈ? 

 

຺ຌຎກໜໄາ:    

That’s my room! I’m in a hurry! Just open the 
door! Please!!!! 

ຌັໄຌຓໃຌນໄບຄຂບຄຂໄບງ! 

ຂໄບງກຳຖັຄຒໄາທ! ຽຎີຈຎະຉູເນໄຈໃ! 

     

ຑະຌັກຄາຌຓໃຽປືບຌ :   

I’m sorry. I cannot open any doors without 
checking with the receptionist. What is your name 
please?  

ຂໄບງຂໍຈ. ຂໄບງຍໍໃຘາຓາຈຽຎີຈ

ຎະຉູເຈແຈໄຊໄາຍໍໃແຈໄກທຈກາກັຍ

ຑະຌັກຄາຌປັຍຉໄບຌຽຘງກໃບຌ. ຖະ 

ຽ຺ໄາຆືໃທໃາຌທເຈ? 

 

຺ຌຎກໜໄາ (ເປໄາງ):  

Never mind.  ດໃານົະ! ຍໍໃຽຎັຌນງັຄ. 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌຓໃຽປືບຌ :   

Housekeeping! ຑະຌັກຄາຌຓໃຽປືບຌ! 

    

ຂກ:     

Hello! ຘະຍາງຈີ! 
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ຑະຌັກຄາຌຓໃຽປືບຌ:   

Sorry! I will come back later. ຂໍຈ! ຖໄທຂໄບງະກັຍຓາເໝໃ. 

    

ຂກ:    

Thank you! ຂບຍເ! 

 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌຓໃຽປືບຌ :   

You’re welcome. ຈໄທງທາຓງີຌຈີ. 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌຓໃຽປືບຌ  ຽາະຎະຉ :ູ   

Housekeeping! ຑະຌັກຄາຌຓໃຽປືບຌ! 

 

ຑະຌັກຄາຌຓໃຽປືບຌ  ຽາະຎະຉ :ູ  

Housekeeping! ຑະຌັກຄາຌຓໃຽປືບຌ ! 

 

ຂກ:     

Yes? ຽ຺ໄາ? 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌຓໃຽປືບຌ :   

When would you like me to clean the room? ໃາຌະຘະຈທກເນໄຂໄບງກັຍຓາບະຌາແຓ

ັກຓຄ? 

    

ຂກ:     

Can you come back in one hour? ຽ຺ໄາຘາຓາຈກັຍືຌຓາບີກໜຶໃຄຆ຺ໃທ

ຓຄແຈໄຍໍໃ? 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌຓໃຽປືບຌ :   

Yes. ຽັໄາ, ແຈໄ. 

    

ຂກ:     

Thank you! ຂບຍເ! 

    

ຑະຌັກຄາຌຓໃຽປືບຌ :   
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You’re welcome. ຈໄທງທາຓງີຌຈີ. 
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Section 3 Three Breakfast Service Guidelines 
 
 

Three Breakfast Service Guidelines 

1 Preparing the Dining Area 

2 Serving Breakfast 

3 Cleaning Up 

 

3.1 Preparing the Dining Area  
If your guesthouse or hotel includes breakfast, it is helpful to put systems in place to 

make sure each breakfast is handled in an organized, efficient way.  

Here are three checklists to help you and your staff serve breakfast professionally. 

Again, if anything on the checklists does not match your policies, be sure to make 

changes, and discuss your preferences with your Breakfast Servers. 

 

Checklist for Preparing the Dining Area 

 

1. Turn on lights and fans, if needed. 

2. Clear away any spiders and spider webs. 

3. Brush dirt, dust, leaves, etc., off tables and chairs. 

a. Pick up items and clean under them! 

b. Don’t just clean around items! 

4. Sweep and mop the floor. 

5. Put table cloths, runners, or placemats on tables (if used). 

6. Put clean condiments and accessories on the tables (refill, if possible). 

a. Salt and Pepper 

b. Seasonings and sauces 

c. Napkins 

d. Toothpicks? 

7. Prepare coffee and tea service (everything should be clean and full). 

a. Coffee 

b. Hot water 

c. Tea bags 

d. Cream / Milk  

e. Sugar 

Important: Breakfast servers should at all time maintain high 

personal hygiene standards as germs spread quickly in food.  

You should always wash your hands before and after working in the 

restaurant! 
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3.2 Serving Breakfast 
When serving breakfast (or any meal), there are a few basic principles to keep in mind: 

1. Smile and greet guests warmly. 

2. Be attentive to guests’ needs through the entire breakfast service. 

a. Bring items that guests request immediately. 

b. Clear empty plates away immediately. 

c. Keep the area clean through the entire breakfast service. 

d. Refill food and beverages in the self-service area as needed. 

Here is a checklist to help your Breakfast Servers remember the most important parts of 

good breakfast service. 

 

 

 

 

Serving Breakfast 

 
1. Greet guests as they arrive.  

a. Smile! 
b. Say: ―Sabaidee. Good morning.‖ 

2. Help guests find free, clear tables and appropriate number of seats. 
3. After guests are seated, ask for their breakfast choices. 
4. Learn what all the choices are and be able to say them clearly in English. 
 
Examples: 

a. Say: Would you like coffee or tea? 
b. Say: We have scrambled eggs, fried eggs, or plain omelets. 

or… 
c. Say: How would you like your eggs? Scrambled, fried, or plain omelet? 

 
Note: Show guests where to serve themselves, if appropriate. 
 
5. If you use menus, and something is not available, inform guests immediately. 
6. Go to the kitchen and give the food order to the cook. 
7. While waiting for the food, greet other guests as they arrive and help them find a place to 

sit at free, clean tables. 
8. As soon as food is ready, bring it out to guests. 
9. Place each person’s order on the table in front of him or her. 
10. Say: Anything else? 
11. If the guest asks for anything else (water, more coffee, chili sauce, etc.) try to bring it 

immediately.  
12. After guests have eaten a few bites, return to ask them if everything is OK. 

a. Say: ―Is everything OK?‖ 

Tips:  If your restaurant provide a la carte menu, you should keep the menu clean at all time. 

It is highly advised that guest be informed of items that are not available from the menu 

immediately.  

If breakfast is served as a set menu, guest should be informed of possible or additional 

charges should they wish to order extral items.  
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b. If guests complain about the food, try to understand what the problem is and 
speak to the cook about fixing it. For example: 

i. Guest: This is not what I ordered….I ordered the eggs over-easy, and 
these are cooked too much. 

ii. Guest: I ordered a plain omelet, and this one has tomatoes. 
iii. Guest: My eggs are cold. 

13. Offer to bring more coffee, if that is the policy at your guesthouse or hotel. 
 

 
14. While guests are eating, clear empty plates. 

a. If the plate is empty, or if it seems that the guest is finished eating,  
ask: ―May I take this?‖ 

b. If the guest says ―yes‖ take the plate away. 
c. If the guest says ―no‖ leave the plate and come back for it later. 

 
15.  If guests compliment the food (delicious, very good, wonderful, and excellent),  

 say: ―Thank you.‖ 
 

16. Repeatedly check the self-service area (coffee, hot water, etc.) and refill as needed. 
 

17. If there is a self-serve buffet, repeatedly check the food and beverages. Make sure they 
are  

a. Refilled as needed 
b. Clean (with clean serving utensils) 
c. Free of flies and bugs 

 
18. As guests leave, smile, and say: ―Have a nice day!‖ 

 
19. Clean the tables vacated by the guests and prepare it for different guests.  

a. Clean dirty condiments, napkin holders, or toothpick holders. 
b. Brush crumbs off the table and seats. 
c. Wipe up any spills (on tables, chairs, and floor). 

 
 
Important: Be as visible as possible during breakfast service, so guests can signal to you to 
come to their table if necessary. Look at guests frequently, to see if they need help. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Important: Do you know that some guests are vegetarian? “Vegetarian” refers to someone 

that does not eat meat but can eat vegetables, fruits and nuts. however, some people can 

each fish, but do not eat other kind of meat. Some cases will eat eggs and some animal 

products.  

Therefore you should ask the guests ―Are you a vegetarian?‖  

You should also have provisional vegetarian menu. 
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3.3 Cleaning Up 

The final step in serving breakfast is to clean up the dining area. Here is a checklist to 
follow to make sure the area is properly cleaned and ready for breakfast the following 
morning. 
 

Cleaning Up 

 
1. Clean all tables and chairs. 
2. Clean menus (if you use them)—wipe off spills and dirt. 
3. Arrange items (napkins, salt, pepper, etc.) neatly on the table or put them away in 

storage area. 
4. Wipe up spills. 
5. Sweep and mop the floor. 
6. Clean and refill condiments and accessories (salt, pepper, seasonings, napkins, 

toothpicks, etc.), so they are ready for the next day. 
7. Review supplies and tell your supervisor if something should be re-ordered. 
8. Put dirty tablecloths, table runners, placemats, etc. in the laundry. 

 

 

Learning Summary 
Congratulations! You have completed the basic principles for breakfast service under 
the 3 guidelines for breakfast service, which include dinning room prepartion and the 
important skills of how to receive guests professionally. You have also learned and 
understand about the process of how to become a good waiter/waitress that begins with 
greeting guest and bring out the menu, taking orders and delivering orders. This section 
also guided you through how to clear tables and cleaning in preparation for other 
guests.  
 
Throughout the section show that customer service professional from all department 
have the opportunity to interact with guests. It is important that restaurant staff or 
breakfast servers should maintain good level of hygeine standards as you have to 
gaurantee that germs will not be passed on to guest through food handling.  
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English Language Guide for Breakfast Servers 
 

ຑາຘາຖາທ ຑາຘາບັຄກິຈ ຑາຘາຖາທ ຑາຘາບັຄກິຈ 

ຽືໃບຄຈືໃຓ 

ກາຽຒ 

ຌໄຳຆາ 

ຌໄຳຌ຺ຓ 

ຌໄຳຌ຺ຓແຂຓັຌຉໍໃາ 

ຌໄຳຽຉ຺າປູໄ 

ຌໄຳຉາຌ 

ຌໄຳໝາກກໄຼຄ 

ຌໄຳຈືໃຓ 

ຌໄຳປໄບຌ 

ຆາຊ຺ຄ 

ຌໄຳໝາກແຓໄ 

 

ແຂໃ 

ແຂໃຓຸໃຌືຌ 

ືຌ 

ືຌຽຎັຌຏໃຌ (

ເຘໃຌ຺ຓ) 

 

ືຌແຂໃເຘໃຏັກ (

ແຂໃ, ຌ຺ຓ, ຏັກຆບງ

ຽຎັຌຉໃບຌຌໄບງ) 

 

 

ບານາຌຎະຽຑຈບືໃຌໂ 

ຽຍບຌ 

ຑຌຽັກ 

ຌໄຳຽຆືໃບຓ 

ຌໄຳຽຏິໄຄ 

ຽຂ຺ໄາີໃ 

ຽຂ຺ໄາີໃບ຺ຍ 

ຽຌີງ ນົື 

ຌຳໄຓັຌຽຍີ 

ໝາກແຓໄກທຌ 

ຽຂ຺ໄາີໃກໄບຌ

ງາທ 

ຽຂ຺ໄາີໃຽຂ຺າ

Beverages 

Coffee 

Tea 

Milk 

Low-fat milk 

Soy milk 

Sugar 

Orange juice 

Water 

Hot water 

Tea bags 

Juice 

 

Eggs 

Scrambled 

Fried 

Plain Omelet (eggs 

and milk) 

Vegetable Omelet 

(eggs, milk, 

chopped 

vegetables) 

 

Other Foods 

Bacon 

Pancakes 

Syrup 

Honey 

Bread 

Toast 

ໝາກແຓໄ 

ຆາຖັຈໝາກແຓໄ 

ໝາກແຓໄຉາຓຖະຈູກາຌ 

ໝາກປຸໃຄ 

ໝາກຓໃທຄ 

ໝາກຌັຈ 

ໝາກຎຓ 

ໝາກຓ 

ໝາກກໄຼຄ 

ໝາກກໄທງ 

 

າຌ 

ບກກາຽຒ 

ຘໄບຓ 

ຓີຈ 

ຍໃທຄ 

ແຓໄີຍູໃ 

ບກກໄທ 

ຊໄທງ 

ຑຽຆັຈ 

 

ຘະບາຈ 

ຽຎິຽຎືໄບຌ 

ຽດັຌ 

ປໄບຌ 

 

ຉະ 

ຉັໃຄ 

 

ບີກ 

ບີກຉືໃຓ 

 

ຽກັຍຉະ 

 

ຽືໃບຄຎຸກຆູຖ຺ຈ 

ຆບຈໝາກຽຖັໃຌ 

ຆບຈໝາກຽຏັຈ 

ຆບຈໝາກຽຏັຈນທາຌ 

Fruit 

Fruit salad 

Seasonal fruit 

Papaya 

Mango 

Pineapple 

Apple 

Watermelon 

Orange 

Banana 

 

Plate 

Cup 

Fork 

Kenife 

Spoon 

Chopsticks 

Glass 

Bowl  

Napkin/ serviette  

 

Clean 

Dirty 

Cold 

Hot 

 

Table 

Chair 

 

Another 
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ທາງ 

ດຽກິຈ ນົື 

ຌ຺ຓຘ຺ໄຓ 

ຓິທຘຖີ  

ຆີຕຼທ 

 

ບານາຌຽຆ຺ໄາຍຍ

ໄບຄຊິໃຌ 

ຎະຽຑຈຽຘັໄຌຓີຌໄຳ 

ຽຂ຺ໄາໜຼທ 

ຂ຺ໄທໝີໃ 

Butter 

Jam/Jelly 

Baguette 

Croissant 

Yogurt 

Muesli = Granola 

Cereal 

 

Local Breakfast 

Noodle soup 

Sticky rice 

Fried noodles 

 More 

 

Clear the table 

 

Seasoning sauce 

Tomato sauce 

Chili sauce 

Sweet Chili sauce 

 

 

 

English Phrases for Breakfast Service 

 

ຑາຘາຖາທ ຑາຘາບັຄກິຈ 

ຘະຍາງຈີຉບຌຽຆ຺ໄາ. Good morning. 

ບານາຌຽຆ຺ໄາຍໍຖິກາຌຽຖີໄຓຉໃ 

____ ຽຊິຄ ___ ຓຄ. 

Breakfast is served from ____ to ____ o’clock. 

ໃາຌຉໄບຄກາຌຈືໃຓຌໄຳຆາ ນົື ກາ

ຽຒ? 

Would you like coffee or tea? 

ຑທກຽປ຺າຓີືຌແຂໃຈາທ, ືຌແຂໃ

ຓຸໃຌ ນົື ືຌແຂໃຖໄາໂ 

We have fried eggs, scrambled eggs, or plain omelets. 

ໃາຌຉໄບຄກາຌເນໄືຌແຂໃຂບຄໃາຌ

ຍຍເຈ? ແຂໃຈາທ, ແຂໃຓຸໃຌ ນົື ແຂໃ

ເຘໃຌ຺ຓ? 

How would you like your eggs? Fried, scrambled, or 
plain omelet? 

ືຌຍຍຍໍໃຘຸກນົາງ Fried eggs over-easy.  

ືຌເນໄຘຸກຎາຌກາຄ Fried eggs over-medium. 

ຽບ຺ານງັຄຉືໃຓຍໍໃ? Anything else? 

ຽຆີຌຆຍ! Enjoy your breakfast! 

ຸກດໃາຄປຼຍປໄບງຈີຍໍໃ? Is everything OK? 

ເນໄຽກັຍາຌແຈໄຍໍໃ? May I take this? 

ແຈໄຽຖີງ Yes. Of course. 

ຆກຈີ! Have a nice day! 
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ຳຽນັຌຂບຄຂກ 

ຑາຘາຖາທ ຑາຘາບັຄກິຈ 

ຂໄບງຍໍໃແຈໄຘັໃຄບັຌຌີໄ…. This is not what I ordered…. 

ຂໄບງຘັໃຄືຌແຂໃຍໍໃຘຸກນົາງ, ຖະ 

ຌີໄຓັຌຘຸກຽກີຌແຎ. 

I ordered the eggs over-easy, and these are cooked 
too much. 

ຽປັຈຽຂ຺ໄາີໃບ຺ຍແຈໄຍໍໃ? Can you make toast? 

ຂໄບງຘັໃຄືຌແຂໃຳຓະຈາ, ຖະ 

ບັຌຌີໄຓັຌຓີໝາກຽຖັໃຌ. 

 I ordered a plain omelet, and this one has 
tomatoes. 

ແຂໃຂບຄຂໄບງຽດັຌ. My eggs are cold. 

ຌໄຳຈືໃຓ /ຽກືບ /ຑິກແ /ຌໄຳຆບຈຓາກ

ຽຏັຈ /ບືໃຌໂ ຉືໃຓແຈໄຍໍໃ? 

Could you bring me some water / salt / pepper / 
chili sauce / etc.? 

ຂໍຽຉີຓກາຽຒ / ຌໄຳຆາ /ຌໄຳຉາຌ /ຌໄຳຓັຌ

ຽຌີງ /ຌ຺ຓຘ຺ຈ / ໝາກແຓໄ / ບືໃຌໂຉືໃຓ

ແຈໄຍໍໃ? 

Could we have more coffee / tea / sugar / cream / 
milk / fruit / etc.? 

ບານາຌຆຍນົາງ. That was delicious. 

 ເນໄເຏຓາຽກັຍາຌຌີໄບບກແຈໄຍໍໃ? Can anyone clear these plates? 

ຂໍຈ, ເນໄຽ຺ໄາຓາຽກັຍາຌຌີໄບບກ

ແຈໄຍໍໃ? 

Excuse me, could you please clear these plates for 
us? 

ຈີນົາງ. ຂບຍເນົາງໂ. 

ຑທກຽປ຺າຎະັຍເນົາງ 

Very good. Thank you very much. We appreciate 
that. 

 

ກາຌຘ຺ຌະຌາ຺ໃທແຎ 

What are your plans for today?   ຓືໄຌີໄ ໃາຌຓີຏຌແຎໃຼທເຘ

ຈໃ? 

Are you enjoying your vacation?   ໃາຌຓາໃບຄໃຼທ/ຑັກຏໃບຌ

ຓໃທຌຍໍໃ? 

 

ຘະຊາຌີໃ 

How long will you be in _____________?  ໃາຌະຓາດູໃີໃ 

_____________ຈ຺ຌຎາຌເຈ? 

How do you like __________?   ໃາຌິຈຌທເຈກັຍ _____________? 

Have you seen _____________?   ໃາຌແຈໄແຎໃຼທ _____________

ຖໄທຍໍໃ? 
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The ___________ Museum is very interesting. ນໍຑິຑິຈຉະຑັຌ ___________ ໜໄາ

ຘ຺ຌເເຈໆ? 

You can find beautyifup crafts at ________.  ໃາຌຘາຓາຈນາຆືໄຽືໃບຄ

ນັຈຊະກຳຄາຓໂແຈໄີໃ____.
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Annexes: 
 

Annex 1: Reservation Form for Fax and Phone reservation 

 

ຍຍຒບຓປັຍບຄນໄບຄ/RESERVATION FORM 

ABC HOTEL 

 

Name: ..................................  Surname: ............................................ 

Reservation made by Name: .......................... Surname: ......................... (if different from 

above) 

Arrival date:    _ _/_ _/_ _  Departure date _ _/_ _/_ _ Number of nights: …….. 

Number of person: ................................ Number of children under 5 years ................................ 

 (Child under 5 years stay free of charge if stay with parents in existing bed) 

Room type:  SGL room  $25/ night  Number of room ................................ 

   DBL room  $35/ night Number of room ................................ 

Price inclusive of breakfast 

Booking Gaurantee: 

 One night advance payment and electronic transfer to hotel bank account (Please make copy 

of transfer receipt and this reservation form): 

124 Bank 

Account Name: ABC Hotel 

Account Number: 43103015080000000503374005 

 Credit card gaurantee  

Name of card holder...................................  card number .........................  Expiry date………….. 

 

Method of payment (Please note that the hotel requires deposit when check in): 

 Cash –  upon check out 

 Credit card – upon check out 

 

....................................       ......................................... 

Date                                     Signature 
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Free of charge for changes and cancelation made prior to (for confirmed booking): 

…./……/20…. 

The hotel gaurantee room up to (for unconfirmed booking) ……./……/20….  
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Annex 2: Example Hotel Policy 
 

This is the general policy of ABC hotel. Please be advised that due to the different room type 

certain policy may apply. Please check specific room policy of the rooms of your interest.  

 

Check in time: 14:00 onwards. Early check in subject to room availability. 

Check out time: 
Noon 
For late check out up to 18:00, 50% of room charges apply. 

Reservation, 

cancelation and 

seasonality 

June to September - 2  days advance 
All room bookings must be guaranteed by credit card. Room price will be 

charged 2 days prior to arrival and the amount is no refundable. 

Cancelation and changes made within 2 days of arrival, deposit will not be 

refunded. Cancelation and changes made more than 2 days prior to arrival 

will not be charged any fee. Reservation made within 2 days of arrival 

room charge will be paid on arrival.  

October to March - 25 days advance 
All room bookings must be guaranteed by credit card. Room price will be 

charged 25 days prior to arrival and the amount is no refundable. 

Cancelation and changes made within 25 days of arrival, deposit will not 

be refunded. Cancelation and changes made more than 25 days prior to 

arrival will not be charged any fee. Reservation made within 25 days of 

arrival room charge will be paid on arrival.  

April  to May - 20 days advance 
All room bookings must be guaranteed by credit card. Room price will be 

charged 20 days prior to arrival and the amount is no refundable. 

Cancelation and changes made within 20 days of arrival, deposit will not 

be refunded. Cancelation and changes made more than 20 days prior to 

arrival will not be charged any fee. Reservation made within 20 days of 

arrival, room charge will be paid on arrival.  

Child & Cot: Free! Child under 9 years stay with parents free of charge on existing bed. 

Free! Child under 2 years stays with parents free of charge, cot provided 

upon request. 

Pets: Not permitted 

Room rates: Room rates may change without prior notice for unconfirmed bookings.  
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Room Booking Scam 
Receptionist to take precautions when dealing with advance reservation through phone 

and email. 
 
For advance reservation, it is the responsibility of the reservation manager or 
receptionist to take guarantees against the booking. In most cases the business will ask 
for the client’s credit card details as a form of guarantee. In this case the details the 
hotel should ask for includes: Name as appear on the card, expiry date, the 3 security 
digits (at the back of the card) and if possible the bank account details. The receptionist 
or booking manager should inform the client its advance booking policy. For example: 
 
Example 1: Advance booking policy 
For bookings of 10 rooms or more confirmation and 100% payment must be made prior 
to arrival. Changes or cancelation can be made 20 days or more in advance and will not 
be penalized. Changes made 19 days or less in advance will incur some fees. For No 
Show, client will be charged 1 night room fee or 50% of the total room charge. 
 
There has been some misfortune for some accommodation operators in Luang Prabang 
that does not have the experience in dealing with advance booking and credit card or 
guarantee payment system. Therefore precaution is advice for receptionists and 
managers alike.  

 

Example 2: Credit card theft 
In case of multiple room bookings such as 10 rooms for 20 nights, room price $50 per 
room  equal to 20 nights x 10 rooms x $50 = $ 10,000 charged to the credit card in 
advance. However, the client cancelled at last minute therefore the hotel charged the 
client as per hotel advance booking policy 1 night x 10 rooms x $ 50 = $500. The 
remaining sum $9,500 was advised by the client to transfer to his/her personal account 
that was not the card owner’s account. The real card owner made claims to the 
business owner and told that their card details was stolen and used in this criminal act.    
 
Learning point: take precautions when dealing with credit card payment. Front desk staff 
should be trained and informed about this type of payment as some are not familiar with 
credit cards system.  
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Annex 3. Example check in form/Receipt 
 

ຽປືບຌຑັກ ....A 

ຍໄາຌຆຼຄບຄ,  

\ຒກ: 071-252379 

ບີຓທ: reservation@ahostel.com 

Luang Prabang, Laos 

Room No. 12 

Check In/ Receipt Date: 2-2-2012 

Name:  Mr. Robert 

Sure Name: Amsterdam 

Date of birth: 12/12/1920 

Nationality:  Holland 

Passport No. 2876545568 

Visa No. AF2987634 

Visa Issued at:  Luang Prabang Airport 

Departure date  2/7/2012 
 

  

Rate \ night in Kip: ຖາານໄບຄຌບຌ/ືຌ 200.000 Kip   Total 

Total overnight stay ຳຌທຌືຌ 5   1.000.000 

Deposit 10% (ໃາງຖາທຄໜໄາ) 

 

100000 -100.000 

Taxi from and to Airport:    100000 100.000 

Laundry service ໃາຆັກຽືໃບຄ   50000 50.000 

Payment by Cash ໃາງຽຄິຌຘ຺ຈ     1.050.000 

Bank charge 3,5% ( pay by Card ) 

ໃາຳຌຼຓະຌາາຌ 
    36.750 

Total payment by Card 

ຖທຓໃາງັຄໝ຺ຈ 
    1.086.750 

I have read the regulation for all visitors, which was 

announced by the Tourist Department of Luang Prabang 

province and understand everything and have given my 

signature. 
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Name & Signature for Guest 

  

........................................ 

Cashier (Signature & 

Name) 

.................................. 

This form can be 
use as guest check 
in form and also as 
receipt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Total room charge 
1,050,000 Kip 
 
If paid by credit card. 
Fee is 36,750 Kip 
 
Total charge (paid 
by credit card) 

1,086,750 Kip 
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Annex 4 Example Monthly Booking Chart 
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This is an example of room booking chart for Mary Guesthouse for February 2012.  

 

Please notice that the letters in each box represents communication codes for reference and recording daily guest booking information. If you want 

to know the details of the guest under code “f” you will see in the next table that “f” is booked by Ecker Christian , booking number: 776085681, has 

booked room 2,3,6,7,8,9,10; Date of arrival 4 February departure date is 11 February 2012. This person has booked through an online booking 

system. The letter “b” mean walk-in guest and “MA” mean guest arrive on their own.  

 

The reservation plan both daily and monthly can be developed to suit your accommdation need. It is available in many formats and system. You can 

use online or electronic system or traditional booking keeping style system or whiteboards.  
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ໝາງຽນຈ:  For the empty boxes referes to room available for that date and month.  
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Annex 5 Example room booking chart 
 

No Guest details Room Type Room Price 

Arrival – Dep 

Date Other information 

Check in 

time Booking source 

a Claire Gooch 605026614 1, 10 40 21-27/2/12     AGODA 

b Renate Felix Verspohl Germany 5 35 25/2-3//3/12     ຓາຽບຄ 

c Mario Glavan 4, 5 30 4-7/2/12     HW 

e Dr. Rost Bernd 4 30 21-29/2/12 VN 931 11:00 HW 

f 

Ecker Christian 776085681 8,9,10,1,2,3 

(,6,7)     4-11/2/12     AGODA 

g Tuire Nikulainen 212522110 9 40 1-4/2/12     AGODA 

h Larisa Savint Seva 989719245 5 30 6-8/2/12   House1 AGODA 

i Richard Saywell 326354875 5 30 15-17/2/12   

13-

15/2/12 AGODA 

j Misha Nizker  4,5 30 1-4/2/12     HW 

k Asiantrials Group LN02 7,1, 10   18-21/2/12     Asiantrials 

l Olivier Bertheau 556505984 2,6  35,60 23-25/2/12     Booking 

m Alain Flamant 525208344 9 30 4-8/1/12   House2   Booking 

n George Baron de Dozsa 202673241 5 35 11-14/2/12     Booking 

o Sabine Kellner 861351887 10 40 22-26/2/12     Booking 

p Stephan Fuhs 530473747 8 40 22-26/2/12 12:00 Noon   Booking 

q Mathew Sporn  530459648 5 35 22-25/2/12     Booking 

s Erwin Untergerber 864757420 4 35 8-10/2/12     Booking 

v ardin Durst 211080815 3 40 11-14/2/12     Booking 

w Kate Martin 691345956 9, 7 40, 30 28/2-2/3/12     Booking 

x Clive Hermann 340758310 10 40 11-13/2/12     Booking 

z Lynne Barnes 567179352 9 40 12-18/2/12 stay only two   ບຄນໄບຄຽບຄ 
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nights 
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The Good Practice Guide for Guesthouses and Small Hotels is part of a training toolbox 
developed with the assistance of the International Labour Organisation to support 
business owners or managers and customer service employee in the accommodation 
sector in knowledge and skills development needed for their job roles and responsibility. 
The Good Practice Guide contain in this series include two different modules:  
 

1. The Good Practice Guide for Managers 
2. The Good Practice Guide for Workers 

 
The workers module can be use together with the audio and visual learning material 
developed to use with the computer that is convenient and accessible for both new and 
experienced employees.  These modules cover the essential principles and practical 
examples for receptionist, housekeeper and breakfast server.  
 


